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ABSTRACT 
 
The Virtual Reference Station (VRS) concept is revolutionising the work of surveyors 
and other professionals who require positioning data. Accuracy levels in the centimetre 
range that were made possible through real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS are now 
achievable using the VRS mode of surveying. At present there is limited information 
available on how well different GPS manufacturers receivers work using VRS. This 
research provides an insight into the VRS performance capabilities of popular GPS 
receivers on the market. 
 
The past few years has seen many countries install permanent reference station networks 
to spatially model the biases for a given region. The Department of Natural Resources 
and Water (NRW) in South East Queensland has developed a network of permanent 
reference stations called SunPOZ. SunPOZ operates using Trimble’s VRS software and 
hardware.  
 
The aim of this research project was to evaluate the precision, accuracy, reliability and 
performance of non-Trimble GPS receivers with regard to the SunPOZ VRS network. 
Leica, Thales and Topcon GPS receivers have been utilized in the research. 
 
The research results have confirmed that non-Trimble GPS receivers can operate within 
the VRS network. The results indicate that the receivers assessed are reliable, and 
produce similar precision levels and initialisation times to previous testing. The receivers 
performed well within the network of reference stations and provided results that should 
give greater confidence in the use of the VRS technique for precise point positioning. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Problem Statement 
 
At first the Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed and used only for military 
purposes, for locating strategic points on the earth’s surface. It was not long before the 
power and potential of the system was realised and it was introduced into different 
civilian applications such as the measurement of time, geodetic and cartographic uses, 
and in air, ship and car navigation (Razza 2005).  
 
Now networks of continuously operating reference stations (CORS) are being developed 
to support a number of diverse applications such as precision agriculture, deformation 
monitoring, machinery control and location based services. These services are 
demanding solutions delivered through the computation and transmission of data in real 
time (Gordini et al. 2006). Several approaches have been developed to provide accurate 
real time high precision positions. One sophisticated method is based on Trimble’s 
Virtual Reference Station (VRS) technology. The VRS mode of surveying utilises the 
GPS network to reduce errors common to GPS positioning.  
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The VRS mode of surveying is a relatively new concept to the South East region of 
Queensland. In 2001 a network of CORS was established in the corridor between the 
Gold Coast and Brisbane which provided network corrections through the VRS 
technology. Due to the infancy of the VRS approach to point positioning in this region, 
the research and testing has been limited to using Trimble GPS receivers.  
 
As such there is no documentation or evidence to support the claim that other 
manufactures’ GPS receivers can operate with South East Queensland’s VRS network. 
If the receivers can operate, they must be examined using valid and reliable test methods 
to assess their operational performance. This provides the intention and outcomes that 
the research seeks to define. 
 
1.2 Research Aim and Objectives 
 
The aim of this research project is to evaluate the precision, accuracy reliability and 
performance of non-Trimble GPS receivers with regard to the VRS network established 
in South East Queensland. 
 
To achieve this aim, the following will be completed; 
• Evaluate and analyse previous testing that has been completed using Trimble 
GPS receivers and VRS in South-East Queensland. 
• Research product information from various manufacturers who develop and 
supply GPS receivers to the Australian market. 
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• Conduct a series of trials using GPS receivers, investigating the performance 
with regard to, initialisation time, accuracy, precision and reliability. 
• Analyse the test results with the manufacturers’ classical RTK performance 
specifications, previous research results and determine the initialisation time, 
accuracy, precision and reliability of the GPS receivers within the VRS 
network. 
 
1.3 Background Information 
 
Recent advances in GPS technology have made it possible to obtain centimetre level 
accurate positioning data in real time. These changes have revolutionised the work of 
surveyors and other professionals who require high-accuracy positioning information 
and now present many new opportunities and challenges to the industry.  
 
A widely used GPS mode for surveying and precise point positioning applications is the 
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) technique. The classical RTK mode of positioning, which 
was developed in the 1990’s, requires one reference receiver to be located at a base 
station whose coordinates are known in a geocentric reference frame, so that the second 
roving receiver's coordinates are determined relative to this first reference receiver. 
Algorithms in the mobile control devices combine the reference station data with 
measurements from the roving GPS receiver to resolve the integer ambiguity required to 
calculate precise ranges from the GPS carrier phase measurements. RTK can provide 
centimetre position accuracy, though the accuracy and reliability of the standard RTK 
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solution decreases with increasing distance from the reference station (Wübbena et al. 
1996). 
 
The limitations of classic RTK surveying has led to the Virtual Reference Station (VRS) 
concept from Trimble Navigation. As shown in Figure 1.1, the VRS concept involves 
permanently running GPS reference stations, at spacings up to 70km. They send their 
GPS data to a central computer via a communication network.  The central processing 
computer can use the reference station data to model spatial errors that limit GPS 
accuracy and in turn generate appropriate corrections (Higgins 2001). From the user's 
perspective, a roving receiver makes a mobile phone call into the central processing 
facility, supplying the approximate position (based on a GPS navigation position) and 
requests corrections. The central processing computer then generates corrections as if 
there was a reference station at the coordinates of the rover's approximate position and 
the rover is positioned relative to this virtual reference station. 
 
Figure 1.1: Virtual Reference Station concept 
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The Queensland Government Department of Natural Resources and Water (NRW) is the 
states main agency for Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). It has developed 
the new SunPOZ service in the South East Queensland region utilizing VRS technology. 
The VRS network has created a great opportunity for surveyors to reduce several main 
error sources in GPS positioning. Higgins and Talbot (2001) state that due to increased 
redundancy using multiple reference station technology such as VRS, users should gain 
greater confidence in the resulting rover positions. 
 
The SunPOZ VRS network has been tested using equipment from Trimble and the 
results are well documented in previous research (Higgins 2001; Ong 2003). There are 
other GPS manufacturers in the industry that can provide an RTK GPS solution using 
permanent reference stations with mobile receivers in the field. These include; 
• Leica Geo-Systems 
• Sokkia 
• Thales Navigation 
• Topcon 
 
They are among the leaders in the industry providing excellent solutions through 
classical RTK surveying. 
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1.4 Justification 
 
The concept of VRS RTK surveying has been developed to improve the accuracy and 
quality of measurements and reduce some of the problems that limit classic RTK 
surveying. In the process the VRS RTK technique has presented field productivity 
increases of 30% to 50% depending on the particular application (Cislowski & 
Higgins 2006). From a human resources perspective the amount of time and personnel 
required to complete basic surveying tasks are minimized therefore providing financial 
benefits. 
 
VRS RTK surveying eliminates the need to set up a local reference station and radio 
link, which increases field crew’s efficiency and saves time by not having to set up 
portable base stations. This is a major improvement for the surveyor as it removes the 
security threat during RTK GPS. At present the surveyor has to work close to the base 
station, or hire someone to sit with the equipment for the day to reduce the possibility of 
it being destroyed, removed and in extreme circumstances stolen. This risk is more 
likely in urban areas. The chance of gross errors is also removed through not having a 
base station, as each time a reference station is set up there is a possibility that an error 
may be introduced into the station coordinates and therefore the resulting rover 
positions. Errors of this type can easily go undetected. Only a single rover receiver is 
necessary for VRS RTK surveying. This dramatically reduces the cost of VRS RTK 
surveying, and it becomes more appealing and viable. 
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Classical RTK GPS requires that distances between the roving GPS unit and reference 
station should not exceed 10km to achieve a horizontal accuracy better than 
10mm ± 1 ppm (HNTB 2004). This limitation on distance between the base station and 
mobile rover is due to systematic effects of ephemeris, troposphere and ionospheric 
errors. These systematic errors result in increased initialization time and reduced 
accuracy (Wübbena et al. 1996). For most surveying work the 10km range would be 
sufficient but when completing a survey that covers a large area and requires the 
measurement of longer baselines the distance dependant errors become significant. 
Network RTK minimizes the distance errors leading to faster surveying and more 
homogenous accuracy. The linear degradation of precision and accuracy can be seen in 
Figure 1.2.  
 
 
Figure 1.2: GPS Linear Degradation of Precision over Distance. (HNTB 2004) 
 
The real time communication between reference stations and roving units in the field 
has been an issue with RTK GPS. The surveyor can only work within the radio 
telemetry range. Mobile phone technology now overcomes this limitation. 
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RTK surveying is subject to numerous sources of error. Some of these have been 
eliminated through the use of VRS. However at present it is uncertain how various 
manufactures GPS receivers will respond and function with VRS. This area is regarded 
as critical to the implementation and acceptance of multiple reference station networks 
such as the VRS (Ong et al. 2005).  
 
Through the following testing and analysis it is hoped to provide an insight into the 
performance and reliability of different GPS receivers with regard to the SunPOZ VRS 
network in South East Queensland. 
 
 
1.5 Research Approach 
 
This research aims to provide results to verify that non-Trimble GPS receivers can 
operate in a VRS network. In order to determine how well they perform, research 
methods will be developed with respect to the following key factors; 
• Equipment selection and validation 
• Location of test sites 
• Field test design 
 
Leading GPS distributors will be approached regarding the use of equipment for the 
receiver testing and analysis. Preliminary equipment trials are to be conducted to 
confirm that each GPS receiver records GPS data in the VRS RTK mode of surveying. 
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The GPS receivers will be trialled at a number of locations and in varying conditions. 
The sites chosen will examine the GPS receivers under optimum to adverse operating 
conditions. 
 
The selection of test sites will be influenced by the position of the VRS network. The 
straight line between the nearest reference stations defines the VRS network boundary 
and will be used to determine the position of the test sites. Sites will be selected inside 
and out of the network boundary to ensure that the range limits and reliability of the 
GPS receivers operating in the VRS-RTK mode can be examined. 
 
The field tests are to be designed to examine the accuracy and precision levels 
achievable, initialisation time, the receiver reliability and a direct comparison of each 
piece of equipment. These key factors will provide an insight into the overall 
performance of each GPS receiver. 
 
Through addressing the elements listed above, a comprehensive and robust testing 
regime will produce the results required to evaluate the performance of non-Trimble 
GPS receivers with respect to the VRS network. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
In order for this research to be of value the results obtained must be comparable with 
previous testing or standard industry specifications. Designing a testing procedure 
requires an in depth knowledge of the VRS concept and all issues surrounding previous 
testing and the equipment that will be examined. This will help develop a reliable test 
procedure that will be utilised in the completion of this project.  
 
The aim of this chapter is to gather background information on CORS networks and 
characteristics of the systems, as well as analyse previous VRS RTK testing of networks 
in South East Queensland, other Australian states and overseas. 
 
This chapter will present a review of literature to establish a sound understanding of the 
VRS concept, provide an insight into various CORS networks and network testing. A 
brief introduction into different manufacturers’ GPS receivers in the market will 
conclude the chapter. 
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2.2 Overview 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is a fast and accurate method of 
determining the location of any point of interest anywhere on earth at any time of the 
day or night. The technology collects and processes signals from GPS satellites in orbit 
around the earth to determine the location of points on the ground. 
   (Marzooqi, Fashir and Babiker 2005) 
 
2.2.1 Real-Time Kinematics (RTK) Surveying 
 
Investigations began in the mid 1990’s to find the optimal way of processing reference 
receiver data, and then providing “correction” information to users, in real time. This 
practice is known as RTK Surveying (Rizos and Han 2003). 
 
RTK positioning with GPS is a common survey technique used today. RTK GPS allows 
the use of a static base station at a known point and mobile rover unit for real time data 
collection. Computer processors within the roving receiver combine its measurements 
with the data broadcast from the reference station. With modern equipment only a few 
tens of seconds of data are typically required to fix the ambiguities associated with the 
GPS phase data observable and compute a baseline; the difference in latitude, longitude 
and height between the reference and rover positions (Higgins 2001). 
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2.2.2 Limitations of Real-Time Kinematics (RTK) 
 
The limitations of RTK surveying have been discussed in Section 1.3 of this 
dissertation. They will by summarised here to highlight the need to progress to a system 
containing a network of reference stations. 
 
i. Productivity, security and accuracy issues caused by establishing and 
running a GPS receiver and radio from their own reference station on all 
survey projects. 
ii. Increase in distance dependant errors caused when the roving receiver is 
working farther than 10km from the reference station. 
iii. Limitations caused from the range of telemetry communications. 
 
2.2.3 Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) 
 
CORS is the general term given to an active network of GPS stations. The Australian 
Regional GPS Network was established in the early 1990’s to support geodetic 
applications. It now consists of 17 reference stations on mainland Australia with an 
average spacing of one thousand kilometres (Roberts et al. 2004). Regional CORS 
networks have been created at a state level to support geodesy, surveying, mapping and 
high-end navigation. The use of a network of reference stations instead of a single 
reference station allows the modelling of systematic errors in the region and thus 
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provides the possibility of error reduction (Landau et al. 2002). The reference stations 
transfer data from GPS satellites within range to a control centre. This data is processed, 
corrected and re-transmitted to the GPS stations in real time. The CORS sites are 
generally spaced between 20 to 70 kilometres to achieve the best accuracy. Mobile 
receivers operating within CORS network can receive corrections broadcast from the 
GPS reference stations to compute their corrections in real time. The basic concept is 
shown in Figure 2.1 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Continuously Operating Reference Station Concept. (DNR 2003) 
 
CORS technology is changing rapidly, with accuracy, reliability, station separation, 
atmospheric modelling and data processing strategies all being investigated. Current 
research hopes to minimise state CORS infrastructure duplication, maximise coverage 
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and support a broader user base (Zhang et al. 2006). At present there are CORS 
networks operating and being tested in Victoria (GPSnet & Melbpos), Queensland 
(SunPOZ), Sydney (SydNET) and Perth (GPSnetwork). There are variations to each of 
the CORS network configurations offered by equipment manufacturers (Houghton 
2005). 
 
2.3 Virtual Reference Stations (VRS) 
 
2.3.1 Virtual Reference Stations (VRS) Concept 
 
The VRS concept from Trimble is an extension of the RTK technique developed for 
GPS surveying and other forms of high precision positioning (Cislowski & Higgins 
2006). The technique operates through CORS networks. 
 
The VRS concept involves permanently operating Global Navigational Satellite System 
(GNSS) reference stations that are connected via data links such as modems to a control 
centre. The control centre continuously gathers the GPS data from the reference stations 
and a central processing computer models the spatial errors and produces a living 
database of regional area corrections (Landau et al. 2002). At the rover end, the GPS 
receiver makes a phone call giving its approximate location to the control centre. The 
central computer then generates corrections as if there was a reference station at the 
rover’s approximate position. Algorithms are completed within the rover and it is 
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positioned relative to this virtual reference station (Higgins 2001). Figure 2.2 display’s 
the system architecture of the VRS concept. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: System Architecture of the VRS concept (Trimble 2003) 
 
The improved performance of the VRS concept is due to the relatively short baselines 
between the virtual reference station and rover receiver, as opposed to the physical 
reference stations. As such the positional accuracy is not degraded by being too far from 
the physical reference stations. The fact that the corrections from the virtual reference 
station are interpolated from the surrounding physical reference stations contributes to 
the improved accuracy. Cislowski and Higgins (2006) state that even when the rover is 
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30 or 40 km from the nearest physical reference station it retains a positional accuracy of 
± 20mm (horizontal). 
2.3.2 How the VRS System Works 
 
The VRS concept follows the principals listed below; 
 
i. At least 3 reference stations are normally connected to the network server 
through communication links. 
 
      REFERENCE STATION 
 
 
 
 CONTROL 
 CENTRE 
 
Figure 2.3: Network Sketch (Landau et al. 2002) 
 
ii. The approximate position of the rover is sent to the control centre running 
the GPS network. A mobile phone data link such as Global System for 
Mobile communication (GSM) is used to send the standard National Marine 
Electronics Association (NNEA) position called Global positioning system 
fixed data (GGA). GGA format is adopted because it is available on most 
receivers (Landau et al. 2002). 
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Figure 2.4: Rover transmits NMEA message to network server (Landau et al. 2002) 
 
iii. The control centre receives the approximate position and reacts by sending 
Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM) correction 
data to the rover. Once the rover obtains the data it computes a Differential 
GPS solution and updates its position. The position which is accurate to 
± 1 metre is sent to the control centre. New RTCM corrections will be 
calculated and returned back to the rover via the mobile phone data link. The 
corrections now appear to be coming from a station right next to the rover. It 
is possible using this technique to perform highly improved positioning 
within the GPS network (Landau et al. 2002). 
 
Figure 2.5: Network server transmits RTCM correction stream for VRS position (Landau et al. 2002) 
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2.4 Australian CORS Networks 
 
2.4.1 SunPOZ CORS Network  
 
The Department of Natural Resources and Water (NRW) of the Queensland 
Government is responsible for the surveying and geodetic infrastructure in the 
Australian state of Queensland (Higgins 2001). The NRW controls a CORS network 
situated in the South-East region which has been operating for several years. The 
network known as SunPOZ (See Figure 2.6) uses a mixture of Trimble 4700, R7 and 
NetRS receivers as well as Leica GXR 1200 Pro receivers. The SunPOZ network will be 
utilized for this research and testing. 
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Figure 2.6: SunPOZ CORS Network in South East Queensland (NRW 2006) 
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The NRW completed initial testing of the network after its establishment as a pilot 
project. The testing concentrated on matters such as confirming that the VRS solution 
allowed the use of RTK positioning at all suitable locations within the network and 
establishing how the quality of results degraded as rovers moved outside the network 
coverage (Higgins 2001). 
 
The project involved using Trimble’s 5700 and 4700 GPS receivers to occupy 6 survey 
marks with known positions. Three of the survey marks were inside the network and 
three outside. A total of 115 occupations were completed over a two week period. A 
horizontal and vertical vector was calculated using the observed and known positions. 
Occupations having residuals greater than three standard deviations were removed 
during the analysis results. The removal of observations greater than three standard 
deviations lead to producing higher accuracy results than actually achieved in the field. 
Table 2.1 shows the results of the remaining 106 occupations. 
 
Table 2.1: Results from Initial Testing with 6 Stations (Higgins 2001). 
 
HORIZONTAL 2D 
ACCURACY 
ABSOLUTE HEIGHT 
ACCURACY 
MEAN 32mm 40mm 
STD DEVIATION 14mm 29mm 
 
The VRS initialisation testing was completed using controlled conditions. A reference 
receiver was used in conjunction with special diagnostic software from Trimble to 
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record 5 seconds of data before reinitialising. The test was conducted over a 15 hour 
period (See Higgins, 2001). The results were: 
• For 510 initialisations with 5 or more satellites, the average initialisation time 
was 1.7 minutes. 
• From the 510 initialisations there were 426 with 7 or more satellites and the 
average initialisation time of those was 1.3 minutes. 
 
Further research was conducted by the University of Southern Queensland (Ong 2003) 
to test field applications. Ong’s research on the SunPOZ CORS was completed using 
Trimble 5700 GPS receivers. The research and field testing compared the performance 
of the traditional RTK system with the VRS RTK system. During these tests, Classic 
RTK and VRS-RTK data were collected simultaneously to ensure that, as far was 
possible, the same physical conditions were experienced at the same time. 
 
The test method consisted of selecting 15 sites both inside and out of the reference 
station network. The sites chosen were existing control stations with known coordinates 
published by the NRM&W. These control stations were accepted as error free. 
 
At each test site 35-50 individual measurements comprising three epochs of data were 
recorded after an initialisation fix. The GPS data was received through a single antenna. 
An antenna splitter was used to simultaneously record real time positions of the VRS 
base station and traditional base station. The data recorders were triggered at the same 
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time to start initialisation. The simultaneous recording of the GPS receivers provided a 
good method for reducing time bias errors. 
 
A summary of the testing is listed below; 
 
• An initialisation assessment consisting of comparisons between on-the-fly 
(OTF) initialisation times for VRS RTK and classic RTK techniques. The 
receivers were forced to lose lock and then re-initialise. The initialisation time 
or time to first fix (TTFF) was calculated at each site. 
 
• An accuracy assessment consisting of horizontal and vertical comparisons 
against a known truth position. The residuals between the observed and known 
coordinates for each point were calculated. 
 
The results from the RTK horizontal testing indicate that similar accuracies are 
obtainable. The average of all observations was 14mm for classic RTK mode and 13mm 
for VRS RTK mode. The results from the RTK height testing suggest that the VRS 
system achieves slightly better results than the classic RTK method.  The VRS RTK 
mode performed consistently with the average of all points falling +5mm from the 
adopted known value compared to the result for the classic RTK height analysis which 
was -12mm form known value. 
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The accuracy and precision of the total results are listed in Table 2.2. The precision of 
results was calculated at the 95 percent confidence level. 
 
Table 2.2: Precision of RTK Results (Ong 2003). 
 
HEIGHT 
AVERAGE 
HEIGHT 
95% 
HORIZONTAL 
AVERAGE 
HORIZONTAL 
95% 
CLASSIC 
RTK 
-12mm ±75mm ±14mm ±30mm 
VRS RTK +5mm ±56mm ±13mm ±20mm 
 
The results from the TTFF for all observations indicate good initialisation time with the 
classic RTK experiencing a fix within 112 seconds 95 percent of the time and an 
average TTFF of 40 seconds. The VRS RTK had an average TTFF of 32 seconds and 
initialised within 77 seconds 95 percent of the time.  
 
The results from Ong’s research indicate that the Trimble 5700 receiver works well in 
the VRS RTK mode and is comparable if not superior in some instances to the classic 
RTK technique. 
 
2.4.2 SydNET CORS Network 
 
The SydNET real time CORS network commenced development in 2003. The SydNET 
GPS reference stations provide coverage over the Sydney basin area based on 15 to 
20km spacing (see Figure 2.7). Like the SunPOZ VRS network, SydNET is a CORS 
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network designed form the very beginning to support real time operations. SydNET 
provides network generated RTK corrections using software developed by the 
University of New South Wales (UNSW) and the ARC research consortium for research 
purposes. Further advancements in the network RTK positioning technique can be 
expected as SydNET will perform a dual function as a research test bed and public 
utility (Zhang et al. 2006). 
 
 
Figure 2.7: SydNET Configuration (Rizos et al. 2004) 
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2.4.3 GPSnet – VICpos & Melbpos CORS Network 
 
The Victorian Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) has coordinated 
and facilitated the development of VICmap Position - GPSnet. GPSnet is a network of 
CORS infrastructure. In 2004 the DSE implemented a state wide network known as 
VICpos. The service is based on a network of 11 base stations that stream real time 
correction data to the GPSnet Server Cluster. State wide network corrections are 
generated by the Server Cluster and then distributed to users via the internet. The 
VICpos reference stations spacings are up to 200km. 
 
A second service known as MELBpos has been established using reference stations 
located around Melbourne. The network is similar in architecture to VICpos with 8 
reference stations spaced typically around 70km. MELBpos shown in Figure 2.8 has 
been created to provide higher accuracy then VICpos (VIC Lands Home 2006). 
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Figure 2.8: MELBpos network configuration (VIC Lands 2006) 
 
To evaluate the precision and accuracy of the VRS NRTK solution sample data was 
collected on the 1st of June 2006. The test point was located on the roof of the 
University of Melbourne, Geomatics Department. A 49 hour field session recorded data 
in real time using GPRS connectivity. The data was collected using a GPS signal split 
from a Leica AX 1202 antenna to two Leica GX 1230 receivers (Gordini et al. 2006).  
A sample of 173795 epochs of data was collected and from Table 2.3 it can be seen that 
the results show centimetre accuracy for both the horizontal and vertical components. 
The precision reported in the analysis is also exceptional with the standard deviation 
being 4mm in easting, 6mm in northing and 11mm in ellipsoidal height. 
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Table 2.3: Results form MELBpos testing (Gordini et al. 2006). 
 EASTING NORTHING HEIGHT 
ACCURACY 3mm 4mm 4mm 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
4mm 6mm 11mm 
 
2.4.4 Perth VRS Network 
 
The Perth VRS Network is operated by GPSnetwork Perth and is the first privately-
owned VRS network in Australia. Covering the entire Metro-Perth area the network is 
built solely with Trimble NetR5 reference stations and is the first VRS network with 
GNSS capabilities. The GNSS network supports both the next-generation GPS L2C and 
L5 signals and GLONASS signals adding greater flexibility, fast initialisation times and 
more robust signal tracking for positioning applications (Trimble 2006). 
 
2.5 Overseas RTK Networks 
 
2.5.1 Overview 
 
Over the last few years, the appealing nature of permanent reference stations has led to 
network installations in many countries. This section aims to give a brief description of 
two CORS networks in different countries and some VRS RTK testing completed 
within each network. 
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2.5.2 Singapore 
 
Singapore Satellite Positioning Reference Network (SiReNT) is a new infrastructure 
replacing the Singapore Integrated Multiple Reference Station Network (SIMRSN). The 
VRS network, known as SiReNT is operated by the Singapore Land Authority (SLA). 
The network as shown in Figure 2.9 consists of five Trimble NetRS reference stations 
that are located at the extreme corners of the island and one in the middle to provide 
island wide coverage (SLA 2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Singapore Satellite Positioning Reference Network (SiReNT) (SLA home 2006). 
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The former SIMRSN was a good test bed for network based positioning techniques as it 
operated, both as a research facility and an operational Network RTK service for the 
benefit of surveyors. In order to evaluate the above VRS RTK network infrastructure, 
tests were completed at two stations code-named NTU and GLC during 2002. 
Continuous data was recorded at NTU for a period of approximately 8.5 hours and 5.5 
hours at GLC. The accuracy of VRS RTK positioning was examined by comparing a 
ground truth position computed from logged raw data against the VRS RTK position.  
The summary statistics for the two stations are listed in Table 2.4. The results indicate 
that the accuracy of VRS RTK positioning is generally better than 3cm in horizontal 
position, with the height accuracy being in the range of 1-5cm (Hu et al. 2003). 
 
Table 2.4: Statistical results for NTU and GCL stations (Hu et al. 2003) 
STANDARD DEVIATION CONFIDENCE LEVEL 99% STN 
NORTHING EASTING HEIGHT NORTHING EASTING HEIGHT 
NTU 5mm 9mm 15mm 18mm 27mm 37mm 
GLC 8mm 7mm 16mm 27mm 29mm 44mm 
 
A program was written to assess the initialisation time of VRS RTK positioning. Five 
seconds after each successful fixing or 3 minutes if no fixing occurred the receiver’s 
RTK processing engine was completely reset, allowing an analysis of TTFF. The 
average TTFF at the NTU station was 47 seconds and 72 seconds at the GLC station. 
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2.5.3 Finland 
 
A VRS service has been available for surveyors in Finland since 2000. After a noticed 
increase in GPS use, the Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) decided to study the service. In 
the summer of 2003 FGI carried out testing on two existing and separate VRS networks 
in the area of Southern Finland (see Figure 2.10). A total of 33 benchmarks with known 
coordinates were selected as reference points in the study. Each of the test points where 
measured 3 to 4 times under different satellite geometry, and 20 observations in each 
session were collected (Häkli, P. 2004). 
 
 
Figure 2.10: VRS networks during summer 2003 (FGI 2006). 
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Table 2.5 shows the results from the testing. The results indicate that centimetre-level 
positioning is possible and reliable using the VRS RTK technique. 
 
Table 2.5: Accuracy and initialisation times of VRS in Finland (Häkli, P. 2004). 
n = 2152 NORTH EAST HEIGHT PLANE TTFF 
AVERAGE 23mm 14mm 35mm 27mm 29s 
95% 39mm 28mm 67mm 43mm 132s 
99% 59mm 37mm 100mm 66mm 396s 
 
During the same period of testing the influence of chosen equipment was examined. The 
major manufacturers of RTK GPS equipment participated in the instrument test. The 
equipment tested consisted of; 
 
• Ashtech Z-Xtreme 
• Leica SR530 
• Sokkia Radian-IS 
• Topcon Legacy-E 
• Trimble 5800 
 
A two week study was completed at the test points in Southern Finland. Each of the 
measurements where done at the same time of day, but on different days for each piece 
of equipment. This introduced some slight bias into the results caused through testing in 
varying atmospheric conditions and satellite positions. 
 
The general instrument settings of the equipment (elevation mask etc) were equalised as 
much as possible, but otherwise standard settings of each piece of equipment were 
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maintained to produce realistic results that would be possible in everyday RTK VRS 
surveying. The results in Table 2.6 indicate that no clear differences exist between the 
manufactures except in initialisation time for Trimble. 
 
Table 2.6: Accuracy and Initialisation Times of RTK equipment manufacturers (Häkli, P. 2004). 
 ASHTECH LEICA SOKKIA TOPCON TRIMBLE 
PLANE RMS 30mm 25mm 30mm 33mm 24mm 
PLANE <95% 51mm 43mm 48mm 57mm 44mm 
HEIGHT RMS 37mm 31mm 40mm 35mm 27mm 
HEIGHT <95% 68mm 71mm 81mm 61mm 55mm 
AVERAGE INITIALISATION 13s 16s 19s 20s 48s 
INITIALISATION <95% 54s 33s 52s 36s 152s 
 
2.6 Previous Testing Summary 
 
Therefore from the testing completed within Australia and overseas it can be expected 
that through the use of a network of reference stations and the VRS RTK method of 
surveying horizontal and vertical accuracies in the centimetre range is possible. The 
initialisation times do vary between the different testing, but are generally in the order of 
30 seconds up to 2 minutes. This will provide a background to compare the previous 
results with those obtained during this research. 
 
It must be noted that none of the test procedures mentioned in Section 2.4 - 2.5 have 
included the firmware for the receivers examined. Therefore direct comparisons 
between testing as part of this research and that of past research can be used as a guide 
only and should not be considered definitive. 
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The methods for testing the performance of GPS receivers operating in the VRS mode 
were very similar in each of the assessments discussed. The observations from all 
testing were compared against a ‘truth’ value to obtain the accuracy and precision for 
the horizontal and height components. 
 
There are different techniques for examining the initialisation times. Some of the tests 
were conducted under controlled conditions, while others used special software and 
processing techniques to obtain the results. 
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2.7 GPS Receivers 
 
2.7.1 Overview 
 
There are several GPS manufactures’ in the industry that can provide an RTK GPS 
solution using CORS networks with roving units in the field. These manufactures are 
among the leaders in the industry and will be briefly introduced in the following section. 
These GPS manufactures include; Leica, Thales Navigation and Topcon (Figure 2.11). 
More detailed information can be found from the product brochures included in 
Appendix B.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11: a) Leica ATX1230 b) Thales Z-Max c) Topcon HiPer XT 
 
The GPS receiver specifications in Sections 2.7.2 - 2.7.4 are derived by through testing 
under favourable or controlled conditions and therefore provide better accuracies, 
reliability and initialisation times than my actually be achieved in normal field 
conditions. 
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2.7.2 Leica 
 
The Leica ATX1230 GPS receiver uses a GNSS measurement engine that supports both 
GPS and GLONASS, increasing the number of tracked satellites. (Leica 2006). 
 
Some of the relevant features for the Leica receiver are listed below (Leica 2006); 
 
• RTK rover fully compatible with VRS and FKP reference station networks 
• Requires an external mobile phone to connect to CORS networks 
• Bluetooth wireless connectivity 
• Initialisation typically 8 seconds 
• Reliability 99.99% for baselines up to 30km 
• Range 30 km or more in favourable conditions 
• Accuracies Horizontal 10mm + 1ppm (Kinematic) 
Vertical 20mm +1ppm (Kinematic) 
 
2.7.3 Thales Navigation 
 
The Z-Max is a GPS only receiver that is a flexible survey system, offering multiple 
operating modes, configurations and communication protocols. The receiver uses Z-
Tracking™ and advanced multipath mitigation technologies to ensure the strongest 
centimetre level position even in weak signal conditions (Thales Navigation 2003). 
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Some of the relevant features for the Thales Navigation receiver are listed below (Thales 
Navigation 2003); 
 
• RTK rover fully compatible with VRS, FKP and NTRIP reference station 
networks 
• Receiver contains inbuilt communications technology, to connect to CORS 
networks 
• Bluetooth wireless connectivity 
• Initialisation typically 2 seconds 
• Reliability 99.9% for baselines up to 20km 
• Range 30 km or more in favourable conditions 
• Accuracies Horizontal 10mm + 1ppm (RTK – fine mode) 
Vertical 20mm +1ppm (RTK – fine mode) 
 
2.7.4 Topcon 
 
The Topcon HiPer XT GPS receiver provides dual constellation (GPS + GLONASS) 
satellite positioning technology (Topcon 2005). 
 
Some of the features for the Topcon receiver are listed below (Topcon 2005); 
 
• RTK rover fully compatible with reference station networks 
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• Receiver contains inbuilt communications technology, to connect to CORS 
networks 
• Bluetooth wireless connectivity 
• Accuracies Horizontal 10mm + 1ppm (RTK) 
Vertical 15mm +1ppm (RTK) 
 
2.8 Summary 
 
The literature review has introduced the RTK technique of surveying and the 
progression to network RTK through the establishment of CORS networks. The VRS 
concept was discussed along with the Queensland SunPOZ network which utilises the 
VRS technique. 
 
The chapter has identified the increasing trend towards network RTK as an accurate 
form of point positioning. The knowledge obtained from the literature review will aid in 
producing a high quality assessment of different GPS receivers. A review of past testing 
has provided a variety of testing methods, some that were quite effective and could be 
duplicated in this research to examine non –Trimble GPS receivers. Finally a selection 
of different manufacturers RTK GPS receivers were listed, along with some of the 
specifications relevant to this research. 
 
The next chapter will contain the methods and test program that was developed from 
this literature review. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter two provided a background into the VRS RTK mode of GPS surveying and the 
VRS network in South-East Queensland. The technical specifications for different GPS 
receivers were described along with a comprehensive background of previous testing. 
This chapter will thoroughly discuss the research methods and provide documentation of 
all testing and data processing and its relevance to this research. 
 
This chapter aims to provide test methods to verify that non-Trimble GPS receivers do 
operate, and that they provide reliable results in, a VRS network. This was achieved 
through conducting specific trials and assessing the performance of each GPS receiver. 
The GPS receiver assessment focused on the overall performance of the equipment, 
with respect to: accuracy and precision levels achievable, time taken to gain a fixed 
solution and store a point, reliability, and a comparison of each piece of equipment. 
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The objectives listed above were meet by considering the following elements: 
equipment selection and validation, test site location, field test design, data processing 
and the consequential effects. 
 
3.2 Equipment Selection and Validation 
 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, this research has concentrated on testing GPS receivers 
from distributors of four leading RTK GPS receivers.  The GPS receivers tested were; 
 
• Leica ATX1230 – Supplied by C.R. Kennedy, Qld 
• Sokkia GSR2700 – Supplied by GlobalPOS, Qld 
• Thales Navigation Z-Max – Supplied by Laser & Survey Solutions, Qld 
• Topcon HiPer XT – Supplied by ABC Lasers, Qld 
 
Preliminary equipment demonstrations were organised through the GPS distributors to 
confirm that all receivers operated and recorded GPS data in the VRS RTK mode of 
surveying. This allowed the sales representatives and technical personnel time to rectify 
any software or hardware problems found during initial trials. Unfortunately the Sokkia 
GSR2700 receiver had problems communicating with the VRS network and after an 
additional period of time was still unable to function and record point positions within 
the SunPOZ network. Therefore it was excluded from the test regime. 
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Comprehensive field demonstrations were conducted using the three remaining GPS 
receivers to ensure that the correct field techniques were applied while carrying out the 
later testing of the equipment. All equipment was arranged to be examined during the 
same time period to provide similar testing conditions 
 
The Leica ATX1230 VRS equipment consisted of: 
• ATX1230 Receiver/Antenna 
• RX1250 Data Logger 
• Nokia 6310 Mobile phone 
• GAO Adapter 
• SNLL121 Laser Plummet 
• Optus Sim Card 
 
The software for the Leica ATX1230 receiver consisted of: 
• Receiver   Firmware: Version 4.10 
• Data Logger   Leica propriety software 
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Figure 3.1: Typical Leica Test Site Set Up 
 
The Thales Navigation Z-Max VRS equipment consisted of: 
• Z-Max Receiver 
• Ashtech L1/L2 Antenna 
• Allegro CE Data Logger 
• Spigot adaptor 
• Max-RF Adaptor 
• SNLL121 Laser Plummet 
• Communications Cable 
• 3m Antenna Cable 
• Optus Sim Card 
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The software for the Thales Z-Max receiver consisted of: 
• Receiver   Firmware: Version MC00 
• Data Logger   Firmware: Fast Survey Version 2.0 
Operating System: Windows CE 
 
 
 
            Ashtech L1/L2 
            Antenna 
 
 
 
 
 
            Allegro CE Data 
            Logger 
 
             
 
Z-Max GPS 
            Receiver 
 
                          
            3m Cable 
Figure 3.2: Typical Thales Test Site Set up 
 
The Thales Z-Max equipment used was the not the standard setup and configuration. It 
was modified slightly because of damage to the equipment. This damage did not affect 
the validity of the tests in any way. The mounting thread on the bottom of the Z-Max 
receiver was missing and therefore it was not possible to set up and test the receiver 
using forced centering. An Ashtech antenna was connected as an external antenna to 
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overcome this problem. When used with a tribrach adapter and a 3m cable, it was 
possible to rest the Z-Max receiver on the ground and still provide a connection to the 
antenna positioned over the survey marks. 
 
The Topcon HiPer XT VRS equipment consisted of:  
• HiPer XT 
• FC 1000 Data Logger 
• Tribrach Adaptor 
• SNLL121 Laser Plummet 
• Optus Sim Card 
 
The software for the Topcon HiPer XT receiver consisted of: 
• Receiver   Firmware: Version 3.0 
• Data Logger   Firmware: Topsurv Version 6.04 
Operating System: Windows CE 
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Figure 3.3: Typical Topcon Test Site Set up 
 
Each GPS receiver was configured with the same basic settings to ensure that the results 
would be comparable. These settings are shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Equipment configuration and settings 
EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION SETTING 
Elevation Mask 15 degrees 
Epochs / Logging Rate 3 at 1 second 
Observation Period Approximately 15 minutes per site per 
receiver 
Communications Optus GSM mobile network 
Coordinate System GDA 94 
Geoid Model No Geoid 
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3.3 Test Site Locations 
 
Land surveying takes place in all types of diverse locations from built up residential 
areas, rural farm land to mountainous regions and the coastal sea shores. The sites 
selected for this research included all of the above localities and operating conditions, 
representing situations found in everyday surveying. The sites were deliberately chosen 
to examine the GPS receivers under optimum to adverse operating conditions. Some of 
the conditions included minimal to severe multipath and minimal to mild overhead 
obstructions.  
 
Suitable sites were selected inside, on the boundary of, and outside of, the SunPOZ 
network to examine the ability of each GPS receiver to work accurately and reliably 
with respect to the VRS network. The NRW states that coverage for centimetre accuracy 
includes a 15 kilometre buffer around the outside of the network (NRW Satellite 
Positioning Brochure 2006) and Section 2.4.1, Figure 2.6. An additional site outside the 
15 kilometre network buffer was selected to test the range limits of the GPS receivers.  
 
The relationship of the test site locations to the permanent reference stations and 
SunPOZ VRS network is shown in Figure 3.4. Appendix C contains a plan clearly 
showing all test sites. Table 3.2 lists the distance from the test sites to the nearest 
reference stations and the distance to the VRS network. The distance to the VRS 
network is measured perpendicular to the straight line between two reference stations. 
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Figure 3.4: SunPOZ VRS Network and Proposed Test Sites (Higgins 2002) 
 
Table 3.2: Test Site Locations and the VRS Network 
SITE PSM NUMBER 
DISTANCE TO VRS 
NETWORK 
DISTANCE TO BASE 
STATION 
SITE 1 PSM 104159 0.2 km outside network 1.88 km to Robina 
SITE 2 PSM 110553 14.61 km outside network 37.76 km to Robina 41.73 km to Brisbane 
SITE 3 PSM 110534 7.89 km outside network 35.28 km to Robina 40.30 km to Brisbane 
SITE 4 PSM 73008 2.45 km inside network 10.78 km to Robina 
SITE 4 NAIL A 2.45 km inside network 10.78 km to Robina 
SITE 4 NAIL B 2.45 km inside network 10.79 km to Robina 
SITE 5 PSM 113770 4.45 km inside network 27.48 km to Robina 
SITE 6 PSM 42172 19.12 km outside network 4.12 km outside buffer 19.12 km to Robina 
SITE 7 PSM 73102 2.9 km outside network 36.74 km to Robina 37.4 km to Brisbane 
SITE 8 PSM 104837 3.78 km outside network 13.74 km to Robina 
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The SunPOZ VRS network in South-East Queensland that existed at the time of testing 
is shown in Figure 3.4. The network configuration used while testing the GPS receivers 
was slightly different to the network geometry shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.6. The VRS 
network on the 5-7 August 2006 consisted of Robina, Ipswich, Caboolture and Brisbane 
reference stations. The Beenleigh reference station was not working during the time 
period that the trials were conducted, and therefore was not able to provide GPS 
corrections. The Beaudesert station was in the process of being connected to the new 
network configuration and the Cleveland base station had not been relocated from the 
Land Centre in Brisbane. 
 
An important factor when considering possible test site locations was the availability of 
survey control marks. Marks with known coordinates published by the NRW and fixed 
within the state survey network were required so that a comparison could be made 
between the resultant GPS position and the existing published spatial position. Where 
possible the survey marks have first order horizontal coordinates. Three survey control 
marks used for this project have been occupied in previous research by the University of 
Southern Queensland (Ong 2003). Details regarding the previous research can be found 
in Section 2.4.1. 
 
All of the survey control marks selected for test sites were visited prior to completing 
the testing to confirm they still existed, were in good condition and suitable for the GPS 
trials. While at each site the mobile phone coverage and service levels were checked to 
make sure it would be possible to receive GPS corrections through Optus 
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communications. Optus communications was used because the NRW supplied the sim 
cards free of charge for the testing. 
 
3.4 Test Regime 
 
3.4.1 Overview 
 
The testing regime has been designed to examine the fundamental factors/elements 
required to determine the overall performance of GPS receivers such as, accuracy, 
precision, initialisation and point collection time and reliability. 
 
3.4.2 Test Design for Accuracy and Precision 
 
Accuracy can be thought of as “the tendency of values of a point position to come close 
to the quantity they are intending to represent.” It relates to the quality of the result. The 
precision of measurements must also be considered when discussing accuracy, as the 
ability to constantly reproduce similar results is equally important. 
 
Accuracy and precision are essential issues in point positioning. Surveyors and 
professionals involved in the spatial science industry are required to accurately measure 
or position land boundaries, structures and various other features on a daily basis. Figure 
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3.5 distinguishes accuracy from precision and displays characteristics of the ideal point 
position: high accuracy and high precision. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Accuracy versus Precision (DSE & DPI 2006) 
 
The test design for accuracy and precision involved comparing known coordinates 
published by NRW with results obtained during the trials. As described in section 3.3, 
various locations have been strategically selected in relation to the VRS network for the 
GPS receiver testing. Each of the sites chosen comprised of an established Permanent 
Survey Mark (PSM) with Map Grid Australia (MGA) coordinates, and an Australian 
Height Datum (AHD) level. The horizontal order of the coordinates was 1st order in 
most cases and 4th order or better for the majority of the vertical coordinates. Appendix 
D contains the PSM information regarding the horizontal and vertical components 
including the order and class for each mark. 
 
After the field demonstrations and preliminary trials it was possible to estimate that 
approximately 15 minutes was required to collect 30 to 40 point positions. A sample 
size of 30 to 40 points was also sufficient for statistical analysis of the results. As the 
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sample size increases to 30 the distribution becomes normal (StatSoft 2006). Therefore 
by collecting a sample size of greater than 30 point positions the sample mean was able 
to approximate the population mean. When analysing normal distributions 95 % of the 
observations fall within 2 standard deviations of the mean (Moore 1994). 
 
Each GPS receiver was configured to measure 3 epochs of data and store the result. The 
15 minute VRS RTK point collection period consisted of; initialisation, observe and 
store point position and re-initialise using the forced re-initialisation function in each 
data logger. 
 
The following field procedure was completed at each site using each GPS receiver. The 
equipment configuration used was in accordance with Section 3.2. 
 
i. A common tripod and tribrach was first set up over each survey mark and 
levelled using a Leica TCM1103 total station. The laser plummet and bubble 
on the total station was checked and adjusted before use. This provided an 
accurate and reliable way of centering the equipment over the survey mark. 
Once the tribrach was positioned correctly the total station was removed. 
ii. The first of the three GPS receivers was placed in the tribrach. For the Leica 
configuration, the receiver, data logger and mobile phone were switched on. 
The height of the antenna was measured and any other relevant site descriptions 
recorded in field notes.  
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iii. A new job was created in the data collectors at every site, and the network was 
dialled into using the external mobile phone or data logger to initiate the 
internal mobile phone. 
iv. After the receiver had initialised and the ambiguities were solved the data 
collection period began and lasted approximately 15 minutes. 
v. After the 15 minute data logging period was over the next two receivers were 
set up, one after the other, in the same tribrach and using the above procedure 
(steps ii-iv) data was collected and stored. 
 
3.4.3 Test Design for Initialisation and Point Collection 
 
The actual time required by an RTK GPS receiver to solve integer ambiguities and 
achieve a ‘fixed’ solution is called initialisation time or time to first fix (TTFF). The 
TTFF is an important indication of RTK performance as the productivity of field crews 
in some situations can depend mainly on the availability of fixed ambiguities (Richter 
and Green, 2005). 
 
The GPS receivers have to resolve or initialise the carrier phase ambiguities at power-up 
and every time the satellite signals are interrupted. A widely used technique for gaining 
automatic initialisation is termed on-the-fly (OTF), which reflects that no restriction is 
placed on the motion of the rover receiver throughout the initialisation process (Trimble, 
2001). 
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The initialisation component of this research consisted of examining the TTFF in an 
unconventional manner. TTFF is normally determined from when the receiver was 
turned on to when it receives a fixed solution. While receiving training on the correct 
use of each instrument it became apparent that a time stamp was only recorded when a 
point position is stored. This method of timing was used because each of the GPS 
receivers function using different software and process GPS data in different ways, 
however one common factor is that they all record a time stamp when the point solution 
is stored. The initialisation component therefore will be referred to as initialisation and 
point collection time. It must be noted that the method of examining initialisation time 
in this research is quite different to previous research by Ong (2003) and Higgins (2001) 
who assessed the TTFF for Trimble receivers (See Section 2.4.1). 
 
The initialisation and point collection component of this research involved examining 
the time as it would occur while working in the field. That is, the time difference 
between two recorded point positions. The process includes: 
 
Total Time  = Time when point position is stored (time stamp A) 
     + Time required to force a re-initialisation 
     + Time to achieve fixed solution 
     + Time when point position is stored (time stamp B) 
 
The above method of testing is subject to error variation with respect to human 
intervention. The initialisation and point collection time was dependant on how quickly 
the operator pressed the data logger buttons. While there is some time bias between 
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when the GPS receiver stores a point until when it losses initialisation, it is only in the 
order of a few seconds and was therefore considered minimal. The process for 
initialising and storing point positions was similar in all three receivers and thus it was 
still valid for them to be compared. 
 
To record the initialisation and point collection time it was necessary to force each 
receiver to loose lock on the satellites after a point position had been stored. The forced 
re-initialisation process relied on software within each data logger (refer to Figures 3.6 
to 3.8). All three data loggers had the ability to cause the fixed solution to become 
autonomous through reset or re-initialise hot keys on the keypad. After the forced re-
initialisation, the receivers automatically resolved the ambiguities OTF and provided a 
new fixed solution. The position was stored and the process was repeated continuously 
for the entire 15 minute period. 
 
 
 
          Select INIT re-initialise 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Leica re-initialisation 
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Select Reset RTK                
re-initialise 
           
 
 
Figure 3.7 Thales re-initialisation 
 
 
 
 
 
Select Reset RTK from pull 
down menu to re-initialise 
Figure 3.8 Topcon re-initialisation  
 
3.4.4 Test Design for Reliability 
 
To test for reliability one must examine and record data at different locations relative to 
the VRS network. Section 3.3 discussed in detail the selection of sites and in particular 
the various reasons for selecting scattered site locations. Some of the sites were 
incorporated into the test design to assess the receivers at the limit of their operating 
ability. This included 3 test sites with a distance greater than 30 km to the nearest base 
station and one site outside the 15 km VRS network buffer zone. Reliability in the 
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context of this research refers to the degree of errors that are non-systematic, called 
random errors, and how often these errors occur. The reliability component consisted of 
recording whether each GPS receiver performed its function consistently and without 
failure during the field testing. If the receiver failed to initialise after a three minute time 
period it was forced to reinitialise. The total number of unsuccessful initialisations were 
recorded for each site. 
 
3.4.5 Test Design for Equipment Comparison 
 
A specific test was designed to provide a direct comparison between the performance of 
different manufacturers’ equipment The equipment comparison evaluated the same GPS 
receiver performance factors that were tested at each individual site such as; accuracy, 
precision, reliability and initialisation/point collection time. 
 
A comparison could be made between different receivers at each test site, however the 
time period of testing would cause bias between the point solutions. The GPS satellite 
configuration is continuously changing over time, and as such the different geometry of 
the satellites causes variations to the accuracy and precision of observations. To combat 
this, all GPS receivers were tested simultaneously.  
 
Test site 4 (see Figure 3.4) was chosen for the comparison because it provided optimum 
conditions for VRS RTK testing. Some characteristics for the site include: 
• 2.4 km inside the VRS network 
• 10.8 km to Robina reference station 
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• PSM with 1st Order - Class A, MGA coordinates 
• 4th Order - Class D, AHD level 
• Reasonably unobstructed view of the sky (only one large tree within 60m) 
• Low level of traffic flow and low potential multipath site 
 
The PSM at the site was used as a test point for one of the receivers, and two new 
control points were created by placing nails in the kerb to enable all three receivers to be 
tested at the same time. A layout of the test site is shown in Figure 3.9. The new control 
points were positioned within 10 metres of the PSM so that they all were subjected to 
similar site specific effects that might be caused through obstructions and multipath.  
 
Figure 3.9: Test Site 4 layout 
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The new control points were measured using a Leica TCM 1103 robotic total station and 
a Leica DNA10 digital level. As shown in Figure 3.9 multiple bearings, distances and 
change in heights from PSM 1 and PSM 2 were observed and recorded to align the new 
control points. The field observations were entered into Liscad surveying software and a 
rigorous least squares adjustment was computed using the data. The two new survey 
control points now had accurate MGA coordinates and AHD levels. Appendix E 
contains the least squares adjustment and information relating to the accuracy of the new 
control points.  
 
A 15 minute time period similar to the individual sites was set to record the point 
position data. The 15 minutes enabled a sample size of 30 to 40 points to be collected. 
At each of the three control points a tripod and tribrach was set up using forced 
centering with the Leica total station. The three GPS receivers or antennas were placed 
in each tribrach ready for testing as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
 
 
 
 
                 PSM 70998 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      NAIL A               NAIL B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Field Testing 
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Figure 3.11: Field Testing 
 
With the assistance of two other surveyors all receivers were simultaneously triggered. 
Each surveyor recorded 3 epochs of individual point data after an initialisation fix and 
then forced a re-initialisation using the data logger software. This process was continued 
for 15 minutes. After the 15 minute time period, the receivers were rotated around to the 
next survey control point. The rotation of equipment was incorporated into the design so 
that each GPS receiver was tested under similar controlled conditions. The rotation 
produced three data sets that experienced the same satellite number and geometry, and 
three data sets with the same point coordinates and local effects. This provided a 
thorough assessment, and facilitated comparisons between receivers through limiting as 
many variables as possible. 
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A summary of the field testing procedure follows; 
 
i. Place two new survey control points close to existing PSM 
ii. Use rigorous geodetic techniques to coordinate new control points 
iii. Set up and level a tripod over each point using the Leica total station 
iv. Set up manufacturers GPS equipment on each tripod and create new job file 
v. Observe GPS data for 15 minutes 
vi. Rotate equipment clockwise 
vii. Repeat step iv to vi 
viii. Repeat step iv to v 
 
3.5 Data Processing 
 
3.5.1 Job Creation 
 
The field data comprised of three sets of results per site; one for each instrument used. 
Through testing eight sites the sample size became quite large and, to help manage all 
the data, a job creation and naming system was devised. Because each site had different 
factors influencing the point solution it was decided to store all sites as separate files. 
Therefore, at each individual site, a new job or project was created using the data logger 
with the name corresponding to the site number. Any subsequent files for data 
processing and calculations also used the same naming convention, for example 
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Topcon_site1.raw, Topcon_site1.xls. The files were then saved in a folder 
corresponding to the GPS receiver used. 
 
Following the new job creation at each site, the ambiguities were fixed and GPS data 
was observed and recorded as detailed in Section 3.4.2. The raw data was stored on 
memory cards within each data logger. 
 
3.5.2 Raw Field Data 
 
The raw field data output from each GPS receiver was slightly different. The essential 
components required for this study consisted of a time stamp, the easting, northing and 
ellipsoid height and point solution quality for every measurement recorded. The Thales 
and Topcon field data consisted of text files, while the raw Leica data was in MS Excel 
format. A sample of the raw data files from each receiver is shown in Appendix F. The 
text files for the Thales and Topcon results were converted into MS Excel format. This 
enabled all data to be compiled into a similar format. A single MS Excel file was 
created for each GPS manufacturer, and all individual site data was merged into this file. 
Table 3.3 shows the common data fields that existed in each of the three MS Excel data 
files. 
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Table 3.3: Observed GPS Data 
POINT ID EASTING NORTHING 
ELLIPSOID 
HEIGHT 
3DCQ TIME 
1 534730.743 6907677.172 61.053 0.018 9:24:08 
2 534730.742 6907677.169 61.059 0.016 9:24:24 
3 534730.745 6907677.179 61.051 0.018 9:25:04 
4 534730.743 6907677.181 61.050 0.020 9:25:36 
 
The Point ID column contains the point number for the measurement. The Easting and 
Northing columns contain the coordinates recorded for each point position with regard 
to the Map Grid of Australia. The Ellipsoid height column contains the height above the 
GSR80 reference ellipsoid. These three fields were required for evaluating the accuracy 
and precision.   
 
The 3DCQ field contains information regarding the accuracy of the point position. This 
field varied between the different receivers. Table 4.1 displays the 3D control quality for 
the Leica receiver. The Thales and Topcon receivers stored their point quality as 
Horizontal Root Mean Square (HRMS) and Vertical Root Mean Square (VRMS) 
components. This field was included in the results because it provides some indication 
of the precision of the point solution. 
 
The time stamp was necessary for evaluating the initialisation and point collection time 
of each receiver. All three GPS receivers registered time in the same manner: 24 hour 
time with hours, minutes and seconds recorded. 
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3.6 Consequential Effects 
 
This research assignment involved testing common and popular equipment found in the 
surveying industry. The GPS receivers were loaned out form the various manufactures 
in trust that they were to be used correctly and in a safe manner. The equipment 
suppliers were eager to learn how their product performs in the VRS environment. 
 
There was ethical responsibility with this research to ensure that each GPS receiver was 
tested and treated the same with no favouritism shown to a particular brand. There exists 
a possibility that the results from this study may influence an individual’s or companies’ 
decision when purchasing new equipment. Therefore, every effort has been made to 
ensure that the research methods, test regime and data processing described previously 
produced results that are reliable, equitable and honest. 
 
3.7 Summary 
 
This chapter described the comprehensive testing regime that investigated the VRS 
RTK performance of GPS receivers with regard to; accuracy, precision, reliability and 
the initialisation and point collection time. The test procedure has been developed and 
modified from previous testing experiences and therefore should be trusted and utilized 
by professionals in the spatial industry. 
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Multiple test sites have been selected to examine the GPS receivers at a variety of 
locations in relation to the VRS network. The test sites chosen were located inside and 
out the VRS network and range from 2 km to 37 km from the nearest base station.  
 
All of the research methods discussed have provided a thorough and efficient means of 
testing the GPS receivers and processing the raw data. Chapter 4 will present the final 
results from all the testing completed along with the data calculations that were 
necessary. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
RESULTS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter 3 described in detail the research methods, including the proposed testing 
regime and data processing, for each GPS receiver. Data from three different GPS 
receivers were collected during field trials at several test sites and reduced. The 
calculations required to produce the final results will be presented in this chapter. 
 
The aim of this chapter is to present all the results from the research testing. The results 
from this chapter will be used when analysing and drawing conclusions on the receiver 
performance in the following chapters. 
 
There are two parts to this chapter: the data calculations and the results. They will be 
discussed together for each of the individual VRS RTK performance tests completed. 
The data calculations covers the techniques used to turn point observations into useful 
and valuable information. The calculations have provided results relating to the 
accuracy, precision, reliability and the initialisation and point collection time for each 
GPS receiver. The results from all of the testing completed have been presented through 
the use of graphs and tables. 
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4.2 Software 
 
All data processing was completed using MS Excel. MS Excel was selected because of 
its ability to analyse and manipulate data using tables and graphs. 
 
4.3 Data Calculations and Results 
 
The site specific data was inserted into all MS Excel spreadsheets. This consisted of 
adding the known or truth values for each site. The MGA coordinates and ellipsoid 
heights were included in the spreadsheet so that the accuracy and precision of each GPS 
receiver could be determined. The 24 hour time field from the raw data was utilised 
when calculating the initialisation and point collection time, and the number of failed 
initialisations has been used to calculate the reliability. Results from the equipment 
comparison have also been included. The calculations and results are presented below. 
 
4.3.1 Accuracy 
 
The test for accuracy involved comparing the results obtained during field trials against 
existing ‘truth’ values. The origin of the existing or “truth” values will be explained in 
the following sections. 
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4.3.1.1 Horizontal Accuracy 
 
The MGA easting and northing coordinates published by the NRW on survey search 
reports were accepted as error free and utilised as a “truth” value to compare against the 
test results. Six out the eight sites tested had 1st Order, Class A horizontal coordinates, 
which provided confidence that a reliable comparison could be made. 
 
As shown in Table 4.1 the easting and northing from the test results were subtracted 
from the published values. The resultant change in easting and northing was used to 
calculate a 2 dimensional vector that would represent the horizontal accuracy. The 2D 
vector is the distance between the observed point position and actual point position. It 
was calculated using the following formula. 
 
HORIZONTAL ACCURACY    ∆ 2D    =           ( ∆ E ² )  +  ( ∆ N ² ) 
 
The average change in easting and northing and 2D vector was calculated at each site 
and included in the site summary located in Appendix G. 
 
Table 4.1: Horizontal Accuracy Data 
POINT EASTING NORTHING MGA  MGA ∆ E ∆ N ∆ 2D 
ID     EASTING NORTHING       
1 534730.750 6907677.192 534730.753 6907677.152 0.003 -0.040 0.040 
2 534730.749 6907677.184 534730.753 6907677.152 0.004 -0.032 0.033 
3 534730.758 6907677.198 534730.753 6907677.152 -0.005 -0.046 0.047 
4 534730.764 6907677.196 534730.753 6907677.152 -0.011 -0.044 0.046 
5 534730.752 6907677.191 534730.753 6907677.152 0.001 -0.039 0.039 
6 534730.742 6907677.183 534730.753 6907677.152 0.011 -0.031 0.033 
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Figures 4.1 to 4.3 display the 2 dimensional horizontal accuracy obtained at each test 
site. The standard deviation of each data set is shown by the vertical black line. 
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Figure 4.1: Horizontal Accuracy, Leica ATX1230 
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Figure 4.2: Horizontal Accuracy, Thales Z-Max 
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HORIZONTAL (2D) ACCURACY TOPCON HIPER XT
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Figure 4.3: Horizontal Accuracy, Topcon HiPer XT 
 
4.3.1.2 Height Accuracy 
 
GPS receivers produce heights that are referred to an ellipsoid, rather than mean sea 
level, which is normally used for heights. The height accuracy component of this 
research consisted of comparing the recorded ellipsoid height against a calculated 
ellipsoid height. The calculated value became the ‘truth’ value for each test site. 
 
To derive the calculated ellipsoid height for each site, the geoidal heights (which are 
generally accepted as heights above mean sea level) were added to the geoid-ellipsoid 
separation (N value). Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between ellipsoidal and geoidal 
heights. 
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Figure 4.4: Geoid – Ellipsoid Separation 
Where: 
H = Geoid height 
h = Ellipsoid height 
N = Geoid – ellipsoid separation 
 
The N value for each site was calculated using the AUSGeoid98 – Geoid ellipsoid 
separation interpolation function from the Geoscience Australia web page. The N values 
for each site are shown in Appendix H. Australian Height Datum (AHD) heights 
published on the NRW survey search reports were adopted as the geoid heights during 
calculations (all AHD heights were 4th Order). A sample of the height accuracy and the 
data required to obtain the result is shown in Table 4.2. The accuracy is represented as a 
change in height between the recorded ellipsoid height and ‘calculated’ or ‘truth’ 
ellipsoid height. 
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Table 4.2: Height Accuracy Data 
POINT ELLIPSOID AHD SEPARATION CALCULATED ∆ HT 
ID HEIGHT  RL (N)  ELLIPSOID HT   
1 61.016 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.041 
2 61.009 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.034 
3 61.049 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.074 
4 61.059 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.084 
5 61.054 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.079 
6 61.048 20.705 40.270 60.975 -0.073 
 
The graphs presented in Figures 4.5 – 4.7 summarise the results obtained from each test 
site. They show the change in height between the observed and truth value. These can be 
either a positive or negative value. The black vertical line represents the standard 
deviation for each data set. The height accuracy values can be found in Appendix G, site 
summary. 
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Figure 4.5: Height Accuracy, Leica ATX1230 
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Figure 4.6: Height Accuracy, Thales Z-Max 
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Figure 4.7: Height Accuracy, Topcon HiPer XT 
 
4.3.2 Precision 
 
The precision component of the GPS receiver testing was necessary as it enabled the 
repeatability of the results to be determined. Precision describes the agreement of a set 
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of results amongst themselves and is usually expressed in terms of the deviation of 
results from the mean of a data set. A commonly used measure of precision is the 
standard deviation. 
 
For each set of results the standard deviation was calculated and recorded on the site 
statistics, which can be found in Appendix I. The 95 % confidence interval was also 
calculated for each data set by the following formula: 
 
95 % CONFIDENCE INTERVAL    =     2  x  σ 
Where: σ = standard deviation. 
 2 is the value used when the distribution is normal (Section 2.4.2) 
 
A summary of the precision for the horizontal and height accuracies and initialisation 
and point collection times are shown in Table 4.3. The results displayed are from the 
data collected at all test sites, and therefore represent an overall precision for each 
manufacturer. Due to the large range in the height accuracy results from site to site the 
standard deviation and 95 % confidence interval would not be a true indication of the 
precision obtained. Therefore, the height accuracy values shown have been derived from 
the mean of standard deviation at each individual site. 
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Table 4.3: GPS Receiver Precision 
 
Initialisation & Point 
Collection Time 
Horizontal Accuracy Height Accuracy 
 σ 95 % σ 95 % σ 95 % 
LEICA 7.1s 14.2 10mm 20mm 16mm 32mm 
THALES 16.8s 33.6s 9mm 18mm 18mm 36mm 
TOPCON 15.4s 30.8s 8mm 16mm 18mm 36mm 
 
4.3.3 Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
 
A time stamp was inserted in the raw data every time the receiver gained a fixed 
solution and stored a point position. As described in section 3.4.3 the initialisation and 
point collection time for this research is a total of the time to lose initialisation, regain 
initialisation and store a point. The format of the time component recorded in this 
research was 24 hour Eastern Standard Time (EST). Each time field was converted to 
total seconds for the day of testing. A simple subtraction was possible between two 
point observations. Table 4.4 shows how the Thales data was used to produce the 
initialisation and point collection time. The Leica and Topcon data was processed using 
the same method, and output to their respective tables. 
 
Table 4.4: Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
POINT DATE   24 EST   TOTAL TIME 
ID   HOUR MINUTE SECOND SECONDS (SECONDS) 
1 8/7/2006 10 17 28 37048   
2 8/7/2006 10 17 50 37070 22.0 
3 8/7/2006 10 18 11 37091 21.0 
4 8/7/2006 10 18 31 37111 20.0 
5 8/7/2006 10 18 52 37132 21.0 
6 8/7/2006 10 19 33 37173 41.0 
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Each graph displays the average initialisation and point collection time and the standard 
deviation for each site. The actual figures for the initialisation and point collection time 
are shown in Appendix G. 
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Figure 4.8: Initialisation and Point Collection Time, Leica ATX1230 
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Figure 4.9: Initialisation and Point Collection Time, Thales Z-Max 
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INITIALISATION AND POINT COLLECTION TIME 
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Figure 4.10: Initialisation and Point Collection Time, Topcon HiPer XT 
 
4.3.4 Reliability 
 
As discussed in Section 3.4.4, the three receivers were tested under a variety of 
conditions which caused some failed initialisations. The reliability component consisted 
of processing the initialisation and point collection data. The total number of 
unsuccessful initialisations were recorded in the field notes. Using these values it was 
possible to represent reliability as a percentage of correct fixed solutions for each GPS 
manufacturer. The formula for calculating the reliability is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5 below displays the reliability of each GPS receiver using data from all of the 
test sites. The reliability of each receiver at individual sites is provided in Appendix I. 
RELIABILITY %  =  (  1  -  (FAILED INITIALISATIONS))  x  100 
                     FIXED SOLUTIONS + FAILED INITIALISATIONS 
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Table 4.5: GPS Receiver Reliability 
MANUFACTURER 
UNSUCCESSFUL 
INITIALISATIONS 
FIXED 
SOLUTIONS 
RELIABILITY 
% 
LEICA 0 390 100 
THALES 7 300 97.72 
TOPCON 4 309 98.72 
 
4.3.5 Equipment Comparison 
 
The calculations required to obtain the results for the equipment comparison are exactly 
the same as discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3. The data shown in Figures 4.11 - 4.13 
display the results from each GPS receiver, with regard to the time period. 
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Figure 4.11: Equipment Comparison - Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
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Figure 4.12: Equipment Comparison – Horizontal Accuracy 
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Figure 4.13: Equipment Comparison – Height Accuracy 
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4.4 SUMMARY  
 
The techniques used to calculate and produce the research results have been presented 
during chapter 4. 
 
The calculations involved establishing the initialisation and point collection time 
through using time stamps found in the raw data. The accuracy and precision 
components where derived by comparing the truth values against the observations, 
while the reliability was determined from the percentage of fixed positions obtained 
during the testing. 
 
Now that all information regarding the results from the performance testing of GPS 
receivers with regard to the VRS network have been calculated, the analysing process 
can begin. This leads into to chapter 5 which will discuss the results obtained from the 
research project. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter 4 explained the processes that were required to calculate and obtain the final 
results. The results were then presented in various forms through the use of tables and 
graphs. This chapter will summarise the finding from the results and discuss any factors 
that influenced the test results. 
 
The aim of this chapter is to discuss and analyse all of the results provided in chapter 4. 
This will give an indication of the performance of each GPS receiver when operating in 
the VRS RTK mode. 
 
This chapter will discuss and compare the test results in relation to the key factors of: 
accuracy, precision, reliability, initialisation and point collection time. This will then 
lead into the final chapter where the conclusions and any recommendations will be 
made. 
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5.2 Overview 
 
Before analysing any of the test results, the manufacturer’s specifications have been 
recapped from section 2.7. The specification figures for classic RTK surveying are 
shown in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1: Manufacturers’ Specifications 
RECEIVER 
HORIZONTAL 
ACCURACY 
HEIGHT 
ACCURACY 
RELIABILITY 
LEICA ATX 1230 10mm ± 1ppm 20mm ± 1ppm 99.99% 
THALES Z-MAX 10mm ± 1ppm 20mm ± 1ppm 99.9% 
TOPCON HIPER XT 10mm ± 1ppm 15mm ± 1ppm Not Available 
 
The graphs representing the accuracy, easting, northing and initialisation and point 
collection time, for the individual test sites shown on pages 80, 83-84 and 88 have been 
arranged such that the first site shown on the left hand side of the graph is located 
towards the centre of the VRS network, with the boundary of the network being a 
straight line between the two nearest reference stations. The distance was measured 
from the site perpendicular to the network boundary. The site shown on the right hand 
side of each graph is located the greatest distance outside the VRS network. The sites in 
between are ordered by the distance to the centre of VRS network. 
 
Ordering the graphs as such allowed any relationship between the VRS network and the 
performance to be easily identified. 
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Appendix J contains the test results on graphs that have been ordered by the distance to 
the nearest base station with the data arranged in an increasing distance format. 
 
The manufacturers’ of each GPS receiver have been included on a signal graph. The 
information provided is an average of all data relating to a specific receiver regardless of 
the test site. 
 
The first and very important result from the performance testing that can be seen from 
all the graphs in chapter 5, is that each GPS receiver that completed the test regime can 
operate, initialise and provide point positions using the VRS RTK mode of surveying. 
This provides proof that non-Trimble GPS receivers do operate using the SunPOZ VRS 
network. 
 
The results of each specific performance test will be discussed in the following sections. 
 
5.3 Accuracy 
 
2.3.1 Horizontal Accuracy 
 
The results from the horizontal accuracy test indicate that all three GPS receiver produce 
results of similar accuracy (refer to Figure 5.1). The results from each GPS receiver are; 
Thales between 16mm and 33mm, Topcon between 16mm and 34mm, Leica between 
16mm and 43mm. The Leica test results indicate two distinctive outliers at sites 2 and 3. 
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The horizontal accuracy results of 39mm and 43mm for sites 2 and 3 are poor in relation 
to the Leica results at other test sites. This may be attributed to the following conditions: 
• Both test sites are located outside the VRS network boundary. Site 3 was 7.9 
km outside the network boundary and site 2 was 14.6km outside the network 
boundary. 
• The distance to the nearest base station is greater than 35km at both test sites. 
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Figure 5.1: Horizontal (2D) Accuracy 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the average horizontal accuracy for all test sites. The results reinforce 
the fact that all three GPS receivers produce similar horizontal accuracies, with results 
ranging from 24mm to 27mm. The standard deviations (8mm to 10mm) shown by the 
black lines indicate good precision and repeatability of results. The horizontal accuracy 
results from the three GPS receivers assessed are very similar to the accuracy and 
standard deviation (32mm and 14mm respectively) achieved by Higgins (2001). See 
Section 2.4.1. 
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Figure 5.2: Average Horizontal (2D) Accuracy 
 
What is noticeable about the results is that the accuracy obtained is significantly lower 
than previous testing by (Ong 2003; Ong & Gibbings 2005) using Trimble GPS 
receivers, discussed in Section 2.4.1 and the manufacturers’ specifications in Section 5.2 
of this chapter. The testing by Ong in 2003 produced high accuracy horizontal results 
because the ‘truth’ coordinates used in the comparison, are directly related to the 
permanent reference stations that form the VRS network. An adjustment was performed 
where the VRS station coordinates were held and the test site coordinates were adjusted 
relative to the SunPOZ network (Burns D, 2006, pers. comm 5 September). 
 
After further analysis of the results, it can be clearly seen that there is not only a distance 
difference between the results obtained and the “truth” values but a direction. Figures 
5.3 and 5.4 have been created using the resultant easting and northing figure derived by 
subtracting the observed value from the adopted true value. 
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Sites 5 and 7 have been removed from the graph because they were not 1st order, class A 
survey control points. The Thales data at site 6 was also removed from the graph, 
because the average value was produced from only 3 point positions and therefore did 
not provide reliable coordinates. 
 
The remaining sites shown form part of the Queensland supplementary area 1 MGA 
adjustment. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a consistent relationship between all three GPS 
receivers, the trend lines indicate a departure of 12mm in easting and -20mm in northing 
from the existing MGA values. This leads to a resultant 2 dimensional vector of 23mm 
at a bearing of 149º, implying the Queensland supplementary area 1 MGA adjustment is 
slightly different to the VRS network. 
 
A possible explanation for the difference could be that the coordinate accuracy of the 
reference stations supplying the GPS corrections is greater than Queensland 
supplementary area 1 MGA adjustment. The accuracy between the SunPOZ VRS 
reference stations is 10mm ± 0.1ppm (Cislowski G, 2006, pers. comm 28 July). 
 
The Reference stations used in SunPOZ were originally determined individually. They 
were tied into nearby local control through GPS static techniques and post processing. 
This produced some discrepancies between the SunPOZ real time baselines and the 
MGA coordinates at Ipswich. An adjustment was then undertaken holding the Beenleigh 
station fixed and determining the coordinates for the other VRS stations from that. 
These are the published coordinates for the VRS reference stations (Burns D, 2006, 
pers. comm 5 September). 
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For future testing it would be beneficial to compare the test results against MGA 
coordinates that have been adjusted onto the VRS network. This would enable higher 
quality results to be obtained. 
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Figure 5.3: Average ∆ Easting 
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Figure 5.4: Average ∆ Northing 
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2.3.2 Height Accuracy 
 
The results from the height accuracy test have produced large variations that appear to 
be random. Results in Figure 5.5 and Appendix J.2 show no correlation between the test 
site and the VRS network or nearest base station. The height accuracies ranged from; 
Leica 56 mm to -223mm, Thales 53mm to -252mm and Topcon 55mm to -169mm. 
 
One significant trend that is noticeable from Figure 5.5 is that the Topcon receiver 
consistently produces results that are higher than either of the other two receivers. This 
issue will be discussed more in the equipment comparison, Section 5.7. Appendix G 
contains all height accuracy values. 
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Figure 5.5: Height Accuracy 
 
The poor results could be attributed to the method of testing by comparing the recorded 
ellipsoidal heights with a calculated value. The calculated ellipsoid value is subject to 
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numerous errors. The N value (see Section 4.3.1.2) will remove the majority of the 
difference between the two surfaces but it has been shown that a residual difference still 
exists (Luton and Johnson 2001). The difference is a combination of errors in the 
determination of the ellipsoid heights, errors in the geoid model and errors in the 
determination of the AHD heights (Featherstone & Kuhn 2006). This may explain the 
difference in observed values and the “truth” values across all sites. 
 
Particular attention must be drawn to site 5 which shows a significantly low height 
accuracy result. This may be caused from an error in the AHD level as it is derived from 
spirit levelling up Mount Tambourine which is 315 metres above sea level. The survey 
search detail report found in Appendix D.5 has another AHD level attached in the 
related information section that has been derived from GPS. Its value is 161mm higher 
than the 4th order AHD level shown in the vertical information and utilized for this 
research. If the GPS level was used to calculate the ellipsoid height, the resultant change 
in height would be more accurate (8mm to 91mm). 
 
Site five was positioned close to major power line (see Figure 5.6). The effect of severe 
multipath and electromagnetic interference may have reduced the height accuracy 
(Gibbings et al. 2001). 
 
Due to time restrictions additional observations were not possible on other survey marks 
near site 5 or any other sites that had large height variations from the adopted value.  
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One possible method to obtain higher accuracy height values would be to collect post 
processed GPS data at each site and use this as the truth value.  
 
Multipath and electromagnetic 
interference caused from 
power lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Figure 5.6: Multipath 
 
5.4 Precision 
 
The three GPS receivers examined performed very well in the precision component. The 
95% confidence level for horizontal accuracy was as follows: 
• Leica 20mm, 
• Thales 18mm and  
• Topcon 16mm. 
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These results are in accordance with the previous testing of the SunPOZ network by 
(Ong 2003; Ong & Gibbings 2005) who reported a 95% confidence level of 22mm. 
 
The height precision values are also similar to previous research. The 95% confidence 
levels obtained for each receiver are; Leica 32mm, Thales 36mm and Topcon 36mm, 
which match (Ong 2003; Ong & Gibbings 2005) who stated a value of 36mm at the 
95% level. Further precision levels can be found in Appendix L for each individual site. 
 
5.5 Initialisation and Point Collection Time  
 
The results from the Leica initialisation and point collection test indicate fast and 
consistent results across all sites, as shown in Figure 5.7. The time was under 30 
seconds at all sites. The Thales GPS receiver provided low initialisation times, less than 
40 seconds, up until site 2 and site 6 which are located 14.6km and 19.1km outside the 
VRS network. The relationship between distance and the VRS network has caused the 
receiver to take longer to fix ambiguities and initialise. The large standard deviations at 
these two sites shown by Figure 4.9 in Section 4.3.3 are caused from the increased time 
to first fix, along with the inability to initialise on some occasions.  
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Figure 5.7: Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
 
From Figure 5.7 it can be seen that the Topcon HiPer XT receiver had problems 
initialising at sites 3 and 6. The other sites all produced low initialisation and point 
collection times under 40 seconds. Of all the sites utilised during the testing, sites 3 and 
6 were most affected by sky coverage obstructions. As seen in Figure 5.8, site 3 was 
affected by a large metal sign and site 6 suffered from reduced sky coverage due to 
vegetation. While testing at these two sites the number of satellites decreased, which 
may have caused the increased initialisation time. Like the Thales receiver, the precision 
of results was affected by the failed initialisations. 
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Figure 5.8: Sky Coverage Obstruction 
 
Even though the GPS receivers responded differently at the individual sites under 
varying conditions they still produced similar results when all data was averaged; Leica 
23s, Thales 24.5s and Topcon 27.5s as shown in Figure 5.9. This figure also shows a 
significant precision component indicated by the standard deviation line. The two 
manufacturers that had difficulty initialising under some conditions had nearly double 
the standard deviation and therefore lower precision. 
 
These results may be considered exceptional for the method of testing utilized. The 
initialisation and point collection time included two extra processes; time to lose 
initialisation and time to store the point, these are not part of the conventional TTFF test 
that is normally used when analysing the initialisation time. The results obtained in this 
research indicate quicker initialisation times than previous research. (Ong 2003; Ong & 
Gibbings 2005) reported an average TTFF of 32s using the VRS RTK mode of 
SKY COVERAGE 
OBSTRUCTION 
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surveying. Higgins in 2001 recorded an average initialisation time of 1.3 minutes. The 
improvements in the initialisation times may be due to the following developments 
(Higgins and Talbot, 2001; Ong and Gibbings, 2005): 
• Updates to the VRS software that have improved modelling 
• Use of precise ephemeris 
• Improvements in the relative VRS reference station coordinates 
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Figure 5.9: Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
 
5.6 Reliability 
 
The results from the reliability assessment indicate that each GPS receiver performs 
close to the manufacturers’ specifications. The reliability specification for the Leica 
receiver was 99.99% and during the trials it functioned correctly 100% of the time. The 
Thales receiver was stated as being reliable 99.9% of the time and operated correctly 
97.7% during the tests, while the Topcon receiver initialised and recorded point 
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positions 98.72% of the time. The reliability of each receiver at the individual test sites 
are recorded in Appendix I. It must be recognised that the direct comparison with 
manufacturers’ specifications is for academic value only. The field data was not 
collected in a controlled environment and therefore the results should be used as a guide 
only. 
 
Figure 5.10 displays the reliability of each GPS receiver. The figure implies that as the 
distance between the test site and VRS network increases, so does the chance that the 
Thales receiver will fail to initialise. This problem is highlighted by testing on the edge 
and outside the VRS network buffer. 
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Figure 5.10: Reliability of GPS Receivers 
 
5.7 Equipment Comparison 
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The three GPS receivers provided similar results during the horizontal accuracy and 
initialisation and point collection comparison. The height accuracy test produced 
different results. During the height accuracy testing at all individual sites there was an 
indication that the Topcon receiver produced results with a higher value. This has been 
highlighted in the height comparison test shown in Figure 5.11 when all receivers were 
assessed at the same time period. Through the use of trend lines it is clear to see that the 
Topcon receiver records heights that are different to the other two receivers. The Leica 
and Thales receiver produce results within 10mm of each other, while the Topcon 
receiver produces values that differ by 15mm to 48mm  
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Figure 5.11: Height Comparison 
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5.8 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has analysed and discussed the results obtained during the comprehensive 
field testing using various non-Trimble GPS receivers. The test results indicate that the 
GPS receivers performed well in most key areas assessed. 
 
The results indicated that each receiver provided similar horizontal accuracies in the 
range between 24mm and 27mm. The horizontal precision level was 16mm to 20mm at 
the 95% confidence level. 
 
The average time to initialise and record point positions was under 30 seconds for all 
three GPS receivers and each receiver was reliable 100% of the time when operating 
inside the VRS network. As the test sites approached the 15km buffer, the time to 
initialise increased and the receivers were less reliable. 
 
The height accuracy results from this research require further investigation before any 
statements can be made with regard to accuracy. The precision of the height accuracy 
was able to be determined and results indicated 95% confidence levels of 32mm to 
36mm are possible. 
 
This concludes the analysis and discussion. Chapter 6 will now make the final 
conclusions and present recommendations for future testing. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The previous two chapters have thoroughly presented all results with respect to 
assessing non-Trimble GPS receivers and VRS. The results were discussed and analysed 
and now this chapter provides the final remarks to close the research project. 
 
The aim of this chapter is to make final conclusions and recommendations from the 
knowledge gained during the previous chapters. 
 
This chapter draws together conclusions, to each area addressed in the research aim, 
stated in the first chapter. Any recommendations that have been identified as a result of 
this project are also presented. 
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6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Chapter one established, the aim of the research project was to evaluate the performance 
of non-Trimble GPS receivers with regard to the VRS network in South East 
Queensland. To achieve the aim, a comprehensive testing regime and analysis of the 
accuracy, precision, reliability and initialisation times was carried out. 
 
The following sections present the conclusions from each of the test components 
evaluated. 
6.2.1 Horizontal Accuracy 
 
The horizontal accuracy test has produced similar results from the three receivers 
examined. The average horizontal values were: 
• Leica 27mm 
• Thales 24mm 
• Topcon 25mm 
 
The results indicate that the Leica ATX1230 receiver produces significantly less 
accurate results when operating towards the edge of the VRS buffer and at distances 
greater than 35km from the nearest reference point. 
 
Further analysis revealed that there was a definite distance and direction (23mm, 149º) 
variation between the VRS observations and the adopted MGA ‘truth’ co-ordinates, 
implying that the coordinate adjustments of each network are slightly different. 
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Any further testing of the VRS network should concentrate on comparing coordinates 
that have been derived from the same network adjustment. 
 
6.2.2 Height Accuracy 
 
It appears that most of the test sites experience large and inconsistent variations from the 
‘truth’ value. The range of results from testing is considerable; Leica 56mm - 223mm, 
Thales 53mm-252mm and Topcon 55mm – 169mm 
 
The results have highlighted problems with the method of testing. The calculated 
ellipsoid value that was utilized as the ‘truth’ value for each site is subject to a number 
of errors in the AUSGeoid98 model and AHD. The GPS receivers require further 
detailed research and testing to determine the height accuracies with respect to VRS 
RTK surveying. 
 
Any future research and publications on this matter, should concentrate on comparing 
the height observations with coordinates that have been derived by accurate means such 
as post processing techniques.  
 
It is worth noting that the Topcon receiver consistently produced results higher than the 
other two receivers. 
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6.2.3 Precision  
 
The results show that the horizontal precision obtained was comparable with previous 
testing by (Ong 2003) using Trimble GPS receivers. The horizontal precision of results 
at the 95 % level were; Leica 20mm, Thales 18mm and Topcon 16mm. 
 
While the height accuracy results were poor, the three GPS receivers demonstrated good 
repeatability during the height component, with precision; Leica 32mm, Thales 36mm 
and Topcon 36mm at the 95 % level. These were also similar to Ong in 2003. 
 
6.2.4 Reliability 
 
The overall reliability of the three receivers was comparable with the manufacturers’ 
specifications while operating in the VRS RTK mode of surveying. Over 300 point 
positions were collected by each receiver, and the reliability was; Leica 100%, Thales 
97.7% and Topcon 98.72% 
 
The distance from the VRS boundary was found to affect the Thales receiver and it 
became less reliable as the test sites approached the 15 km network buffer zone. 
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6.2.5 Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
 
The initialisation and point collection times for each GPS receiver were generally under 
40 seconds for the majority of test sites. Two outliers existed in the Topcon results. Sites 
3 and 6 were both affected by sky coverage obstructions, and it seems likely that this 
would be the possible cause for increased initialisation times. The outliers in the Thales 
results appear to be the result of increasing the distance between the VRS network and 
test site. 
 
The average initialisation and point collection times of the total observations for each 
receiver were; Leica 23s, Thales 24.5s and Topcon 27.5s. These results indicate faster 
initialisation times than previous research. 
 
While giving evidence of general initialisation and point collection times, the method of 
pooling all observations to provide an observation may be misleading. That data was not 
collected in a controlled environment and the site characteristics varied. Furthermore the 
method of testing was subject to possible human errors and the results cannot be directly 
compared. Recommendations for future research include investigating the possibility of 
time stamps being applied to every single action completed by the GPS receivers, to 
enable a direct calculation of TTFF similar to research completed by Ong 2003. 
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6.3 Close 
 
The research has provided evidence to prove that non-Trimble GPS receivers can 
operate within the VRS network and using the VRS RTK mode of surveying produce 
performance results comparable with Trimble GPS receivers. 
 
Through comprehensive and detailed testing the performance of Leica, Thales and 
Topcon GPS receivers have been assessed with regard to VRS RTK surveying. The key 
areas of accuracy, precision, reliability and initialisation times have been examined and 
the results have been documented in this research. 
 
This research has therefore, achieved it aim of evaluating the performance of non-
Trimble GPS receiver with regard to the VRS network in South East Queensland. 
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University of Southern Queensland 
Faculty of Engineering and Surveying 
 
ENG 4111/4112 Research Project 
PROJECT SPECIFICATION 
 
FOR:    Mark Timothy FRITSCH 
TOPIC:   Non-Trimble GPS Receivers and VRS 
SUPERVISOR:  Peter Gibbings 
 
SPONSORSHIP:  Faculty of Engineering and Surveying, USQ 
 
PROJECT AIM:            This project aims to evaluate the precision,accuracy and 
performance of non-Trimble GPS receivers with regard to the 
VRS network established in South-East Queensland. 
 
PROGRAMME: Issue B, 7 April 2006 
 
1. Evaluate and critically analyse previous testing that has been completed using 
Trimble GPS receivers and VRS in South-East Queensland. 
  
2. Research product information from different manufacturer’s regarding accuracy and 
precision of their GPS receivers, and review previous research to support these 
manufacturer’s claims. 
  
3. Develop a standard field testing regime to determine the accuracy and precision of 
GPS receivers using VRS. 
  
4. Conduct a series of tests using GPS receivers from different manufacturer’s that 
develop and supply GPS equipment to the Australian market. 
  
5. Undertake an extensive analysis of test results comparing the precision, accuracy 
and general operations with the manufacturer’s conventional RTK performance 
specifications and previous Trimble VRS research results. 
  
6. Determine the accuracy and precision of the various manufacturers GPS receivers 
with VRS. 
  
7. Provide the product suppliers with documentation of results with suitable warning 
notes and explanatory clauses. 
  
 
AGREED:__________________(Student)  _________________(Supervisor) 
       
(Dated)____/____/____
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E.1 Horizontal Adjustment 
 
LISCAD Report: Least Squares Adjustment Report 
Saturday, 12 August 2006   18:27 
 
                        File: VRS 
                  Projection: Australian Map Grid Zone 56 
                   File Date: Saturday, 12 August 2006 
 
Units 
===== 
                       Angle: Degrees Minutes Seconds 
                    Distance: Metres 
 
 
Earth constants 
=============== 
         Refraction constant:       0.070 
 
           Average elevation:      15.0000  
          Geoidal separation:      40.2480  
 
Fixed Co-ordinates 
------------------ 
  Point ID       East           North         Latitude       Longitude      Grid Conv.      P.S.F.     
     1        530455.7030   6902404.9360   -28°00'11.16"   153°18'35.14"     0°08'43.6"   0.99961145   
     2        530353.1530   6902265.0030   -28°00'15.71"   153°18'31.39"     0°08'41.8"   0.99961137   
 
Adjusted Co-ordinates 
--------------------- 
   Point ID        East           North               Latitude       Longitude      Grid Conv.      P.S.F.     
      3         530458.9709   6902413.5592         -28°00'10.88"   153°18'35.25"     0°08'43.6"   0.99961145   
      4         530454.5338   6902416.4000         -28°00'10.78"   153°18'35.09"     0°08'43.6"   0.99961145   
 
 
Observations 
 
------------ 
Bearings 
      At           To          Bearing         +/-SD        Arc-Chord      Residual    Fwd. Grid Brg.  
      1            2        216°14'09.0"     0°00'10.0"     0°00'00.0"     0°00'00.1"   216°14'09.1"   
      1            3         20°45'08.5"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"     0°00'09.3"    20°45'17.8"   
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      1            4        354°10'35.0"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"     0°00'01.7"   354°10'36.7"   
      2            1         36°14'09.0"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"     0°00'00.1"    36°14'09.1"   
      2            3         35°27'46.0"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"    -0°00'00.6"    35°27'45.4"   
      2            4         33°48'32.5"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"    -0°00'04.9"    33°48'27.6"   
      3            2        215°27'46.0"     0°00'10.0"     0°00'00.0"    -0°00'00.6"   215°27'45.4"   
      3            1        200°45'27.0"     0°00'10.0"     0°00'00.0"    -0°00'09.2"   200°45'17.8"   
      3            4        302°37'46.0"     0°00'10.0"    -0°00'00.0"    -0°00'00.3"   302°37'45.7"   
Distances 
      At           To       Distance   +/-SD    Residual   S.L.C.     Grid      L.S.F.     
      1            2        173.567     0.006    -0.011     0.002   173.487   0.99961141   
      1            3          9.221     0.005     0.004     0.000     9.222   0.99961145   
      1            4         11.523     0.005     0.005     0.000    11.524   0.99961145   
      2            1        173.566     0.006    -0.010     0.002   173.487   0.99961141   
      2            3        182.471     0.006    -0.008     0.002   182.391   0.99961141   
      2            4        182.286     0.006    -0.007     0.002   182.206   0.99961141   
      3            2        182.470     0.006    -0.007     0.002   182.391   0.99961141   
      3            1          9.222     0.005     0.003     0.000     9.222   0.99961145   
      3            4          5.269     0.005     0.002     0.000     5.269   0.99961145   
 
Statistics 
---------- 
Degrees of Freedom: 10 
Fixed Co-ordinates: 2 
Floating Co-ordinates: 2 
Observations: 16 
Bearings: 9 
Distances: 7 
Number of Iterations: 4 
 
Error Analysis 
-------------- 
Variance Factor: 1.33 
                     Adjusted Co-ordinates   +/- 95% Confidence Limits         Error Ellipse     
   Point ID        East           North          East           North     Semi Major Semi Minor   Orientation         
      3         530458.9709   6902413.5592          0.002          0.005      0.005      0.001    20°27'15.0"         
      4         530454.5338   6902416.4000          0.002          0.007      0.007      0.001   173°06'45.4"         
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E.2 Level Adjustment 
 
LISCAD Report: Level Adjustment Report 
Saturday, 12 August 2006   18:26 
 
                        File: VRS 
                  Projection: Australian Map Grid Zone 56 
                   File Date: Saturday, 12 August 2006 
 
Units 
===== 
                    Distance: Metres 
 
 
               Distance type: Grid 
 
Fixed Elevations 
   Point ID     Elevation    
      1            15.8500   
 
Adjusted Elevations 
   Point ID     Elevation       SD     
      3            15.8803       0.0002   
      4            16.0288       0.0003   
 
Observations 
 
      At      To        Observed       SD        Adjusted     Residual    
      1       3         0.0304       0.0050       0.0303      -0.0001   
      1       4         0.1785       0.0050       0.1788       0.0003   
      3       1        -0.0306       0.0050      -0.0303       0.0003   
      3       4         0.1488       0.0050       0.1485      -0.0003   
 
Number of Iterations: 2
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F.1 EXAMPLE OF LEICA ATX1230 RAW DATA, SITE 8 
 
POINT ID EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID ANTENNA 3DCQ HDOP VDOP TIME 
   HEIGHT HEIGHT     
RTCM-Ref 
0275 534729.801 6907676.516 65.259 0.000 0.000 1 1  9:23:25 
1 534730.743 6907677.172 61.053 1.495 0.018 3.6 2.9  9:24:08 
2 534730.742 6907677.169 61.059 1.495 0.016 3.6 2.8  9:24:24 
3 534730.745 6907677.179 61.051 1.495 0.018 3.6 2.8  9:25:04 
4 534730.743 6907677.181 61.050 1.495 0.020 3.6 2.8  9:25:36 
5 534730.739 6907677.175 61.058 1.495 0.018 3.6 2.8  9:26:01 
6 534730.739 6907677.177 61.067 1.495 0.019 3.5 2.7  9:26:34 
7 534730.732 6907677.171 61.073 1.495 0.016 3.5 2.7  9:27:23 
8 534730.732 6907677.173 61.068 1.495 0.015 3.5 2.7  9:27:41 
9 534730.731 6907677.170 61.076 1.495 0.021 3.4 2.6  9:28:10 
10 534730.732 6907677.161 61.076 1.495 0.019 3.5 2.6  9:28:43 
11 534730.732 6907677.155 61.090 1.495 0.021 3.5 2.6  9:29:09 
12 534730.738 6907677.160 61.079 1.495 0.021 2.7 2.3  9:29:40 
13 534730.733 6907677.155 61.084 1.495 0.019 2.7 2.3  9:30:09 
14 534730.733 6907677.161 61.074 1.495 0.019 2.7 2.3  9:30:38 
15 534730.733 6907677.159 61.071 1.495 0.018 2.7 2.3  9:31:05 
16 534730.732 6907677.158 61.072 1.495 0.017 2.7 2.3  9:31:33 
17 534730.735 6907677.162 61.073 1.495 0.016 2.7 2.3  9:31:49 
18 534730.741 6907677.164 61.071 1.495 0.018 2.9 2.3  9:32:08 
19 534730.745 6907677.166 61.070 1.495 0.021 2.7 2.3  9:32:37 
20 534730.742 6907677.162 61.067 1.495 0.020 2.7 2.3  9:33:03 
21 534730.742 6907677.161 61.060 1.495 0.018 2.7 2.3  9:33:30 
22 534730.741 6907677.165 61.067 1.495 0.018 2.7 2.3  9:34:10 
23 534730.742 6907677.161 61.064 1.495 0.017 2.7 2.3  9:34:40 
24 534730.739 6907677.163 61.049 1.495 0.015 2.7 2.3  9:35:11 
25 534730.742 6907677.164 61.055 1.495 0.015 2.7 2.3  9:35:30 
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F.2 EXAMPLE OF THALES RAW DATA, SITE 8 
 
01,534730.75119,6907677.15378,61.03133,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.016,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:17:28 
02,534730.74955,6907677.15255,61.02467,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.016,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:17:50 
03,534730.74409,6907677.15442,61.03333,,HRMS:0.010,VRMS:0.017,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:18:11 
04,534730.74354,6907677.15380,61.04100,,HRMS:0.010,VRMS:0.018,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:18:31 
05,534730.74136,6907677.15442,61.05567,,HRMS:0.010,VRMS:0.017,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:18:52 
06,534730.74383,6907677.15780,61.07000,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.015,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:19:33 
07,534730.74575,6907677.16180,61.07433,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.015,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:19:55 
08,534730.74685,6907677.16364,61.07300,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.015,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:20:14 
09,534730.73812,6907677.16859,61.04033,,HRMS:0.010,VRMS:0.017,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:21:40 
10,534730.73895,6907677.17074,61.05250,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.015,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:22:09 
11,534730.74468,6907677.16919,61.06800,,HRMS:0.009,VRMS:0.016,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:22:37 
12,534730.73431,6907677.17291,61.05933,,HRMS:0.010,VRMS:0.017,STATUS:FIXED,SATS:6,DATE:08-07-2006,TIME:10:23:00 
 
EXAMPLE OF THALES Z-MAX RAW DATA IMPORTED INTO EXCEL SPREADSHEET, SITE 8 
 
POINT EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID HRMS VRMS STATUS SATS DATE HOUR MINUTE SECOND 
ID   HEIGHT         
1 534730.751 6907677.154 61.031 0.009 0.016 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 17 28 
2 534730.750 6907677.153 61.025 0.009 0.016 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 17 50 
3 534730.744 6907677.154 61.033 0.010 0.017 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 18 11 
4 534730.744 6907677.154 61.041 0.010 0.018 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 18 31 
5 534730.741 6907677.154 61.056 0.010 0.017 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 18 52 
6 534730.744 6907677.158 61.070 0.009 0.015 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 19 33 
7 534730.746 6907677.162 61.074 0.009 0.015 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 19 55 
8 534730.747 6907677.164 61.073 0.009 0.015 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 20 14 
9 534730.738 6907677.169 61.040 0.010 0.017 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 21 40 
10 534730.739 6907677.171 61.053 0.009 0.015 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 22 9 
11 534730.745 6907677.169 61.068 0.009 0.016 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 22 37 
12 534730.734 6907677.173 61.059 0.010 0.017 FIXED 6 8/7/2006 10 23 0 
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F.3 TOPCON HIPER XT RAW DATA, SITE 8 
 
JB,NMSITE8,DT08/9/06,TM11:15:42 
MO,AD0,UN1,SF1.0,EC0,EO0.0,AU0 
EE,GF0,SG0, 
EP,TM09:50:26,LA-27.571978450,LN153.211105121,HT59.570036,RH 0.000,RV 0.000,GM0,CL1,SP,PN,N 6907677.420700,E 
534729.087770,EL 59.950123 
EP,TM09:50:26,LA-27.571979179,LN153.211111209,HT61.005841,RH 0.023,RV 0.012,DH0.798,DV 1.206,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
001,N 6907677.191774,E 534730.750363,EL 61.016248 
EP,TM09:51:04,LA-27.571979203,LN153.211111203,HT61.003358,RH 0.023,RV 0.010,DH0.800,DV 1.208,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
002,N 6907677.184312,E 534730.748740,EL 61.009350 
EP,TM09:51:56,LA-27.571979157,LN153.211111235,HT61.025638,RH 0.017,RV 0.009,DH0.802,DV 1.210,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
003,N 6907677.198360,E 534730.757571,EL 61.049018 
EP,TM09:52:23,LA-27.571979163,LN153.211111258,HT61.033215,RH 0.017,RV 0.008,DH0.803,DV 1.211,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
004,N 6907677.196376,E 534730.763887,EL 61.058953 
EP,TM09:52:49,LA-27.571979182,LN153.211111214,HT61.031546,RH 0.017,RV 0.007,DH0.804,DV 1.212,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
005,N 6907677.190792,E 534730.751938,EL 61.054316 
EP,TM09:53:18,LA-27.571979208,LN153.211111177,HT61.025102,RH 0.020,RV 0.007,DH0.852,DV 1.465,GM4,CL1,GS,PN 
006,N 6907677.182801,E 534730.741756,EL 61.047529 
 
TOPCON HIPER XT RAW DATA IMPORTED INTO EXCELL SPREADSHEET, SITE 8 
 
POINT EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID HRMS VRMS HOUR MINUTES SECONDS 
ID   HEIGHT      
1 534730.750 6907677.192 61.016 0.023 0.012 9 50 26 
2 534730.749 6907677.184 61.009 0.023 0.010 9 51 4 
3 534730.758 6907677.198 61.049 0.017 0.009 9 51 56 
4 534730.764 6907677.196 61.059 0.017 0.008 9 52 23 
5 534730.752 6907677.191 61.054 0.017 0.007 9 52 49 
6 534730.742 6907677.183 61.048 0.020 0.007 9 53 18 
7 534730.739 6907677.184 61.065 0.017 0.006 9 53 50 
8 534730.726 6907677.181 61.054 0.021 0.007 9 54 16 
9 534730.727 6907677.181 61.029 0.020 0.009 9 54 54 
10 534730.732 6907677.179 61.046 0.015 0.007 9 56 15 
11 534730.754 6907677.191 61.081 0.010 0.006 9 57 38 
12 534730.750 6907677.182 61.074 0.011 0.006 9 58 10 
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Site Summery Data 
G.1 Leica ATX1230 
G.2 Thales Z-Max 
G.3 Topcon HiPer XT 
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G.1 Leica ATX1230 
SITE POINT EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID 3DCQ TIME * MGA  MGA  
  COUNT     HEIGHT  (m)  (S) EASTING NORTHING 
1 49 535901.038 6895259.311 59.272 0.028 18.2 535901.041 6895259.285 
2 41 534429.702 6931855.064 42.587 0.023 23.6 534429.684 6931855.030 
3 35 528661.641 6928374.640 41.939 0.029 27.8 528661.680 6928374.622 
4 PSM 42 530455.685 6902404.959 56.105 0.016 21.2 530455.703 6902404.936 
4 A 40 530458.951 6902413.578 56.140 0.014 20.3 530458.971 6902413.559 
4 B 45 530454.521 6902416.415 56.294 0.016 19.5 530454.534 6902416.400 
5 37 521040.048 6916248.095 355.338 0.031 25.3 521040.057 6916248.075 
6 31 554007.415 6884628.378 42.421 0.016 24.3 554007.428 6884628.361 
7 37 523196.937 6928068.469 67.251 0.038 25.5 523196.934 6928068.478 
8 33 534730.737 6907677.165 61.064 0.018 28.3 534730.753 6907677.152 
 
        
 
        
SITE AHD (N) CALC ∆E ∆N ∆HT ∆ 2D  
      ELLIP HT  (m) (m)  (m)  (m)   
1 19.172 40.065 59.237 0.003 -0.026 -0.035 0.026  
2 1.710 40.748 42.458 -0.018 -0.034 -0.129 0.039  
3 1.197 40.727 41.924 0.039 -0.018 -0.015 0.043  
4 PSM 15.850 40.248 56.098 0.018 -0.023 -0.007 0.030  
4 A 15.880 40.248 56.128 0.020 -0.019 -0.012 0.028  
4 B 16.029 40.248 56.277 0.013 -0.015 -0.017 0.020  
5 314.518 40.597 355.115 0.009 -0.020 -0.223 0.022  
6 2.861 39.616 42.477 0.013 -0.017 0.056 0.023  
7 26.382 40.774 67.156 -0.003 0.009 -0.095 0.016  
8 20.705 40.270 60.975 0.016 -0.013 -0.089 0.022  
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G.2 Thales Z-Max 
SITE POINT EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID HRMS VRMS TIME * MGA MGA 
  COUNT     HEIGHT  (m) (m)  (s)  EASTING NORTHING 
1 44 535901.036 6895259.307 59.283 0.009 0.016 20.7 535901.041 6895259.285 
2 11 534429.686 6931855.046 42.527 0.010 0.016 41.1 534429.684 6931855.030 
3 24 528661.664 6928374.644 41.934 0.010 0.019 28.5 528661.680 6928374.622 
4 PSM 34 530455.683 6902404.960 56.116 0.008 0.014 18.7 530455.703 6902404.936 
4 A 44 530458.961 6902413.572 56.154 0.008 0.013 19.0 530458.971 6902413.559 
4 B 38 530454.513 6902416.414 56.293 0.008 0.013 21.0 530454.534 6902416.400 
5 40 521040.045 6916248.099 355.367 0.010 0.016 26.8 521040.057 6916248.075 
6 3 554007.396 6884628.360 42.424 0.016 0.033 65.5 554007.428 6884628.361 
7 38 523196.938 6928068.490 67.214 0.011 0.016 24.6 523196.934 6928068.478 
8 24 534730.738 6907677.171 61.060 0.010 0.016 37.2 534730.753 6907677.152 
    
        
        
  
SITE AHD (N) CALC ∆ E ∆ N ∆ HT ∆ 2D   
  RL   ELLIP HT (m)  (m)   (m) (m)    
1 19.172 40.065 59.237 0.005 -0.022 -0.092 0.023   
2 1.710 40.748 42.458 -0.002 -0.016 -0.069 0.017   
3 1.197 40.727 41.924 0.016 -0.022 -0.010 0.029   
4 PSM 15.850 40.248 56.098 0.020 -0.024 -0.018 0.031   
4 A 15.880 40.248 56.128 0.010 -0.013 -0.026 0.017   
4 B 16.029 40.248 56.277 0.021 -0.014 -0.016 0.026   
5 314.518 40.597 355.115 0.012 -0.024 -0.252 0.028   
6 2.861 39.616 42.477 0.032 0.001 0.053 0.033   
7 26.382 40.774 67.156 -0.004 -0.012 -0.058 0.016   
8 20.705 40.270 60.975 0.015 -0.019 -0.085 0.025   
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G.3 Topcon HiPer XT 
SITE POINT EASTING NORTHING ELLIPSOID HRMS VRMS TIME * MGA  MGA 
  COUNT     HEIGHT (m)  (m)   (s) EASTING NORTHING 
1 46 535901.030 6895259.309 59.263 0.012 0.007 22.2 535901.041 6895259.285 
2 36 534429.680 6931855.046 42.499 0.013 0.006 27.5 534429.684 6931855.030 
3 6 528661.673 6928374.637 41.975 0.016 0.016 99.8 528661.680 6928374.622 
4 PSM 39 530455.693 6902404.960 56.100 0.010 0.007 22.7 530455.703 6902404.936 
4 A 28 530458.948 6902413.579 56.090 0.013 0.008 29.6 530458.971 6902413.559 
4 B 34 530454.515 6902416.412 56.255 0.013 0.007 25.0 530454.534 6902416.400 
5 39 521040.050 6916248.101 355.284 0.013 0.007 24.6 521040.057 6916248.075 
6 12 554007.431 6884628.383 42.422 0.015 0.006 49.4 554007.428 6884628.361 
7 43 523196.942 6928068.470 67.199 0.014 0.007 22.1 523196.934 6928068.478 
8 26 534730.744 6907677.184 61.046 0.017 0.008 39.7 534730.753 6907677.152 
 
         
 
         
SITE AHD (N) CALC ∆ E ∆ N ∆ HT ∆ 2D 
  
  RL   ELLIP HT  (m) (m)  (m)  (m)    
1 19.172 40.065 59.237 0.011 -0.024 -0.026 0.026   
2 1.710 40.748 42.458 0.004 -0.016 -0.041 0.018   
3 1.197 40.727 41.924 0.007 -0.015 -0.051 0.018   
4 PSM 15.850 40.248 56.098 0.010 -0.024 -0.002 0.027   
4 A 15.880 40.248 56.128 0.023 -0.020 0.038 0.031   
4 B 16.029 40.248 56.277 0.019 -0.012 0.022 0.023   
5 314.518 40.597 355.115 0.007 -0.026 -0.169 0.028   
6 2.861 39.616 42.477 -0.003 -0.022 0.055 0.024   
7 26.382 40.774 67.156 -0.008 0.008 -0.043 0.016   
8 20.705 40.270 60.975 0.009 -0.032 -0.071 0.034   
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GEOID – ELLIPSOID SEPARATION 
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Geoid – Ellipsoid Separation 
 
SITE 1 PSM 104159 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-28°04'03"  +153°21'55" 40.065    -3.011  3.173 
 
SITE 2 PSM 110553 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-27°44'14"  +153°20'58" 40.748    -4.407  0.676 
 
SITE 3 PSM 110534 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-27°46'08"  +153°17'27" 40.727    -3.839  2.163 
 
 
SITE 4 PSM 73008 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-28°00'12"  +153°18'35" 40.248    -2.918  2.824 
 
SITE 5 PSM 113770 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-27°52'42"  +153°12'50" 40.597    -3.478  1.074 
 
SITE 6 PSM 42172 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-28°09'46"  +153°33'00" 39.616    -5.276  3.149 
 
 
SITE 7 PSM 73102 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-27°46'18"  +153°14'08" 40.774    -3.480  1.727 
 
SITE 8 PSM 104837 
Latitude    Longitude    N Value  Deflections 
----------  -----------  -------  ------------- 
-27°57'20"  +153°21'11" 40.270    -3.363  2.608 
 
Computed using National Mapping Division's winter4u program, version 6.2 
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Site Statistics and Reliability Data 
I.1 Leica ATX1230 
I.2 Thales Z-Max 
I.3 Topcon HiPer XT 
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I.1 Leica ATX1230 
 
SITE POINT STANDARD DEVIATION CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 95% FAILED RELIABILITY  
 ID ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (s) ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (m) INITIALISATIONS % 
1 49 0.019 0.004 2.6 0.038 0.008 5.2 0 100.00 
2 41 0.015 0.010 8.1 0.030 0.020 16.2 0 100.00 
3 35 0.028 0.004 10.1 0.056 0.008 20.2 0 100.00 
4 PSM 42 0.009 0.007 6.4 0.018 0.014 12.8 0 100.00 
4 A 40 0.007 0.003 6.8 0.014 0.006 13.6 0 100.00 
4 B 45 0.015 0.004 3.7 0.030 0.008 7.4 0 100.00 
5 37 0.023 0.008 5.5 0.046 0.016 11 0 100.00 
6 31 0.005 0.003 6.1 0.010 0.006 12.2 0 100.00 
7 37 0.031 0.010 4.2 0.062 0.020 8.4 0 100.00 
8 33 0.011 0.005 7.3 0.022 0.010 14.6 0 100.00 
TOTAL 390       0 100.00 
 
 
I.2 Thales Z-Max 
 
SITE POINT STANDARD DEVIATION CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 95% FAILED RELIABILITY  
 ID ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (s) ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (s) INITIALISATIONS % 
1 44 0.009 0.002 3.5 0.018 0.004 7 0 100.00 
2 11 0.013 0.004 41.7 0.026 0.008 83.4 2 84.62 
3 24 0.020 0.008 12.2 0.040 0.016 24.4 1 96.00 
4 PSM 34 0.019 0.006 2.6 0.038 0.012 5.2 0 100.00 
4 A 44 0.006 0.003 3 0.012 0.006 6 0 100.00 
4 B 38 0.010 0.003 8 0.020 0.006 16 0 100.00 
5 40 0.012 0.004 24.2 0.024 0.008 48.4 0 100.00 
6 3 0.044 0.012 61.5 0.088 0.024 123 4 42.86 
7 38 0.028 0.011 7.9 0.056 0.022 15.8 0 100.00 
8 24 0.020 0.014 27.8 0.040 0.028 55.6 0 100.00 
TOTAL 300       7 97.72 
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I.3 Topcon HiPer XT 
 
SITE POINT STANDARD DEVIATION CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 95% FAILED RELIABILITY  
 ID ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (s) ∆HT (m) ∆2D (m) TIME * (s) INITIALISATIONS % 
1 46 0.008 0.001 2.3 0.016 0.002 4.6 0 100.00 
2 36 0.013 0.005 7 0.026 0.010 14 0 100.00 
3 6 0.041 0.007 31.4 0.082 0.014 62.8 2 75.00 
4 PSM 39 0.016 0.007 3.4 0.032 0.014 6.8 0 100.00 
4 A 28 0.015 0.003 5.8 0.030 0.006 11.6 0 100.00 
4 B 34 0.014 0.007 4.8 0.028 0.014 9.6 0 100.00 
5 39 0.013 0.005 6.1 0.026 0.010 12.2 0 100.00 
6 12 0.025 0.009 29.8 0.050 0.018 59.6 2 85.71 
7 43 0.016 0.009 2.6 0.032 0.018 5.2 0 100.00 
8 26 0.021 0.007 29.8 0.042 0.014 59.6 0 100.00 
TOTAL 309       4 98.72 
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Site Results – Distance to Nearest Base Station 
J.1 Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
J.2 Horizontal Accuracy 
J.3 Height Accuracy 
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J.1 Initialisation and Point Collection Time 
INITIALISATION AND POINT COLLECTION TIME
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J.2 Horizontal Accuracy 
HORIZONTAL (2D) ACCURACY 
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J.3 Height Accuracy 
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